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I,  INTRODUCTION 

This report has been drawn up in accordance with the invitation made by the 

UNIDO Industrial Technology Division through the United Nations mission in Peru; 

it gives a "brief outline of the present situation and future prospects of the 

Peruvian salt industry. 

As suggested in the Aide-Mémoire prepared by the Expert Group which is to parti- 

cipate in the forthcoming round-table disoussion, the report deals mainly with the 

seaside saltfields and certain ,Tbrine springs", whose combined production oaters for 

more than 90 per cent of the country's salt consumption.    Deposits of rock salt, 

situated chiefly in the mountain and forest areas of Peru, are also large potential 

sources of supply, but owing to their remoteness from large population centre?, the 

lack of adequate means of communication and transport and the steadily rising oost 

of extraction, many of these rock salt mines which were worked in the past have now 

been olosed down, at least for the time being.   In view of these factors, it is 

doubtful whether the modernization and expansion of these and similar mines will be 

practicable in the foreseeable future. 

The outlook for the expansion of the salt industry on the Peruvian coast is a 

different matter, however.    Tho existence of large deposits in natural conditions 

favouring salt extraction by the solar process, the proximity of large urban oentres, 

and the presence of transport and communication networks which ensure low freight 

rates, together with State planning to improve port facilities,  indicate that this 

sector will shortly provide reliable sources of salt where modern refineries can be 

installed:     it shculd than be possible to meet the entire Peruvian domestic and 

industrial,, demand and also develop the export side of the industry. 

As will be seen later, the production of coarse salt in Peru has met ooosunp- 

tioa needs but it does not produce refined salt of the standard required for hwwn 

consumption, and furthermore it does net satisfy the requirements for various types 

of salt used by the ohamioal industry, whose demands have increased BO fast reeeatly 

that the figure for industrial consumption has risen from 10 per cent of total cos- 

sumption (i.e. domestic and industrial) to more than 38 per cent.    It is now noted 

that as matters stand at present, future production is not likely to be sufficient 

to meet demand - a situation which must be avoided. 

*Éa~msÊmÊmmÊÊmÊmmmgÈ 
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Peru therefore welcomes  any recommendations that may emerge from the meeting 

of the UNIDO Expert Working Group,  especially as the Peruvian Government has 

approved the installation of three modern salt-refining plants, two on the coast and 

one in the mountains,  to be financed from this year's operational budget.    It  is 

not sufficient, of course, sirap]y to plan those three plants:    the;   must be an inte- 

gral part of an overall development scheme for the mechanization and modernization 

of the salt extraction processes at the various deposits. 

The Salt Monopoly (»Estanco de la Sal'!), a State body whioh is now a subsidiary 

of the Peruvian National Bank, at present controls the whole of Peruvian salt pro- 

duction.    It is responsible for ensuring an adecjuate supply of salt of appropriate 

quality at a fair price, both for human consumption and as a raw material for basic 

and small-scale industries, and any help it receives in drawing up its plans for the 

effective discharge of this function will be highly appreciated. 

The Salt Monopoly's tables and statistical data only go as far as 1966;    fig- 

ures for 1967 could not be included as the last financial year only ended on 

31 March I968. 

_^_^^_^_ 
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II. HISTORY OF THE PERUVIAN SALT INDUSTRY 

LEGISLATION 

The Peruvian salt industry has been controlled by the Government in a variety 

of ways and by different public or State-controlled bodies, but since its establish- 

ment in 1896 the Salt Monopoly:has directly administered production in almost all 

the salt-producing areas. 

Annex No.l to this report (history of Salt Production in Peru) is a brief 

account of the production, distribution and marketing of salt under the Ftate mono- 

poly. Although, when the Salt Monopoly was set up in lb|)6, some salt deposits be- 

longed to and were operated by private individuals or local indigenous communities, 

the Salt Monopoly has always bought all the salt they have produced and been re- 

sponsible for marketing it. 

As salt is an essential food product, its distribution has been a social prob- 

lem sinoe colonial times. The Peruvian Government has tackled this problem by 

exercising control and fixing; moderate prices in order to avoid the cost of salt 

rising too high in areas lacking good communications and/or transport facilities. 

Nevertheless, realizing the need to promote industrial development, aware of 

the growing demand for chemical products and derivatives based on salt, and anxious 

also to promote the growth of industry in general, in 1957 the Peruvian Government 

enacted Law No.12712 authorizing- industrialists to obtain concessions in respect of 

salt deposits when the salt is to be used in basic industries considered to be of 

national importance. This Law has been amended several times, and recently, on 

19 March 1968, a new set of regulations was enacted as Supreme Decree N0.O57-6S-HC. 

Under the Law referred to, there axe now two concessions (in the Huacho and 

Otuma ealtfields) whioh are being worked by "Alcalis Peruanos S.A.W aad "Química 

del Pacifico S.A." in connexion with the manufacture cf oaustic soda. 

^^^tmmmmm^ÊÊÊmamtÊmm^m^^lmm 
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III. SALT CONSUMPTION IN PERU 

Table 1 shows salt consumption figures since the establishment of the Salt 

Monopoly  in I896, under two headings:    domestic salt and industrial salt.    Until a 

few years ago (1959), all the salt consumed in Peru was marketed under the Salt 

Monopoly's control, and therefore the accuracy of the annual sales figures can be 

vouohed for.    The only data omitted relate to the production and consumption of 

industrial salt by private firms which since 1959 have been entitled, under Laws 

12712 and 14776, to hold concessions in saltfields and extract salt for industrial 

and export purposes. 

The consumption figures below, which are for the labt ten years and are taken 

from the previously mentioned table, provide a basis for assessing the presenx posi- 

tion of the industry. 

SàLT COBBUKPTION 

(Tonnes) 

YEAR DOKESTIC INDUSTRIAL TOTAL 

1957 69,701 18,105 87,806 

1958 71,629 10,925 90,554 

1959 76,409 20,951 97,360 

I960 81,441 21,358 102,799 

I96I 83,732 10,589 102,371 

I962 92,357 17,537 109,894 

1963 93,262 16,812 110,074 

I964 95,517 15,217 110,734 

1965 93,699 13,206 106,985 

1966 101,541 7,167 108,708 

In 1965, there was a drop in the consumption figurée reoorded by the Salt 

Monopolyx    this is explained by the fact that a private firm sold more than 

10 million kg of salt to private individuals and factories. 

mmm 
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Furthermore,   in I964 and 1%'j respectively,   3.3 and  4.1  -illion kg of ¡.alt 

meeting special specifications were  imported for various  industrial purposes but 

principally by the Southern Peru Copper Corporation fcr  the treatrc«..^ of copper ore 

in Southern Peru (Départant of Ko^ucrua). 

Since I960,  there has beer, a noliccablo decline in the consumption of industrial 

salt:    this trend, which has become more marked in recent years, began in lj60,  when 

concessionnaires started to extract   Jor themselves salt  previously supplied by  the 

Salt Monopoly.    It should also be realised that consumption figures  for domestic 

salt  include a certain amount which is really used for industrial purposes by firms 

which prefer this type of salt, despite its slightly higher price, because its 

quality is better or because it  is  crushed.    Consequently,  although internal salt 

consumption (domestic and industrial) remains approximately the same each year, 

industrial salt consumption figures  are dropping sharply. 

1•      Salt Classification 

It should be noted that in its statistics the Salt Monopoly ourrently classi- 

fies salt only as domestic salt or industrial salt, depending on the use to which 

it is to be put.    There is not at present any standard specification which salt 

must meet, mainly because almost all salt  is supplied in its natural form as rock 

salt or granular salt, depending on whether it it extracted from rock salt mines 

or collected from evaporation ponds:     it   is not procesBed in any way because of the 

absence of washing and refining plants,  despite the fact that the Institute for 

Technical Standards and Certification (Instituto de Normas Técnicas y Certificación: 

INANTIC) laid down in June I966 a system of specifications and grades for domestic 

and industrial salt  (see Annex ¿).    These specifications provide for the compulsory 

iodization of r^alt for domestic consumption (table salt), as prescribed by the 

Government in Law No.9l88(l/;c/l940) in support of the endemic goitre campaign spon- 

sored by the Ministry of Publio Health and Social Insurance (Institute of Nutrition), 

An increasing proportion of solar salt is given a modicum of processing in the 

form of milling or grinding.   This salt is us^d as cooking (domestic salt), and 

small quantities of it are iodized for distribution to areas where endemic goitre 

is prevalent. 

mÊtjÊmmgÊimmmmÊÊmmÊm 
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To uumciarize, wait  in Peru is sold under the following appelations  within the 

two categories previously  mentioned (consumption figures are for 1966): 

Domestic gait 

Granular  (solar salt)  or rock salt 

Crushed (granular) 

Improved  (iodised) 

Hefined  (table salt) 

Industrial salt 

67,450 tonnes 

30,610 ti 

1,617 » 

lt862 it 101,541    tonnes 

Total: 

7,167 

108,708   tonnes 

2*      Present consumption of domestic and industrial salt 

(a)    Domestic salt      Table 2 shows the per capita consumption of domestic 

salt in each Department,  average consumption being 7.69 kg per year.    It should be 

noted that the actual total consumption of domestic salt in I966 was 92,372 tonnes, 

but 9,169 tonnes of this type of salt should be deducted because it was used for 

industrial purposes;    this  explains why the figure of 101,541 tonnes  is  shown in 

Table 1. 

Salt (domestic salt)  is an essential element in the human diet, whether ingested 

directly or indirectly (preserved foodstuffs,  etc.).    Its consumption is, however, 

more or lest; invariable:     that is to say, per capita consumption of salt runs ac a 

fixed level, so that national consumption is more or less restricted by the size of 

population, showing a direct iiurease only vith growth of the latter.    It has there- 

fore teen possible to establish statistically that per capita consumption is 7-8 kgs 

per annum., 

Consequently, as the population of Peru is about 12 million inhabitants, the 

¡supply of domestic salt required for human consumption will not at present exceed 

84-96 million leg por year,    excluding normal growth of the population at an annual 

rate of approximately 2.8 per cent. 

The importance of this inflexibility or fixed per capita level of domestic salt 

consumption is essentially that whatever the Salt Konopoly or private firms may do 

•M •mm 
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to produce salt conforming to current specifications "by refining processes,  the 

limits  of production imposed by the siae of population cannot be exceeded unless 

the salt industry ¿s developed in such a way as to be able to export salt. 

The Salt Monopoly selle  ¿oni-jtic calí  intended primarily for culinary use under 

the name of ground salt.    Consumption of this type of salt in constantly growing, 

although its quality is very similar to that  of common salt  (solar salt) in its 

natural state:     it is merely ground in small crushing plants equipped with hammer- 

mills.    The resulting product has a amali but uneven grain size not having even 

been dried or screened, but  is certainly more suitable for domestic consumption in 

the absence of refined or washed salt. 

The only type of salt which meets the requirements for table use and which is 

indbed al o being used temporarily by some firms in the food-processing industry is 

the refined salt produoed at the small thermo-compression plant constructed in Lima 

in 1954 which has an average output of only 6 tonnes per day.    The consumption fig- 

ures below do not really show the true capacity for the sals of tliis type of salt, 

because production is at present totally inadequate to meet demand.    It is generally 

agreed that all salt for domestic consumption, which is at present supplied in the 

form of granular or ground salt, can and should be replaced by refined or, at any 

rate, washed and screened salt.    Consumption of this kind of salt could then rise 

to the estimated total demand for domestic salt of 90,000 tonnes per year. 

SALES OP EXTlla-REFINED SALT IH FERU 

(in tonnes) 

ma 

1358 

1959 

I960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

LIMA AinJ 
CALLAO 

1,522 

1,356 

1,419 

1,869 

1,686 

1,743 

1,965 

1,173 

RIST OF 
PERU 

TOTAL 

424 

34 

113 

193 

24 

4 

1,946 

1,392 

1,532 
2,062 

1,710 

1,747 

1,965 

1,173 

nuuÊÊâ^ià^^àauÊÊM 
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The loti output of this ty^e of aalt is consumed entirely   in Lima,  a city with a 

population of more than 2 million;    recently,  therefore, the deficit has been met 

to some extent by salt  im^-ried from various other countries, purchased for the 

most part by commercial firms or supermarkets, but even so the demand for this grade 

of salt remains enormous. 

(b)    Industrial salt      Whereas  in "¿hiropean countries and the United States 

far more salt is consumed by the industrial sector than is used directly in the 

human diet  (90 per cent au aginst 10 per cent),  in Peru most sait is consumed dom- 

estically.    Between I896 and I3OO the ratio was 53 per cent for domestic salt and 

41 per cent for industrial salt.    In 1966, however,  it war. 85 per cent for domestic 

salt and only 15 per cent for the industrial salt sold by the Salt Monopoly, indicat- 

ing that although the increase in total consumption had been considerable, growth 

in the industrial use of salt had not risen proportionally, as it is hoped that it 

will in future through the establishment of new industry.    One of the industries of 

growing importance in Peru which is dependent upon salt is caustic soda manufactur- 

ing for paçer and P.V.C, production.    Private firms have made capital investments 

of some I15 to 16 million in this industry, while some $6 to 7 million is also being 

invested in a new project for manufacturing paper in the forest region. 

About 40,000 tonnes of industrial salt are produced annually by the two con- 

cessionaire fine mentioned previously for their own use, primarily in the manu- 

facture of caustic soda and its derivatives.    As the Salt Monopoly sold a further 

16,336 tonnes  (Table 3), the total consumption of industrial salt amounts to 

56,336 tonnes, therefore, giving a ratio of 38 per cent for this type of salt to 

62 per cent for domestic salt. 

There is also a project for the refining and flotation processing of minerals 

whieh is designed to replace all imports in this oategory.   This project will cost 

116 million and will require each year approximately 30,000 tonnes of high-purity 

salt at a very low price, together with hydrochloric acid produced fro« salt by 

electro-chemical plants. 

There is another project for the manufacture of aodium carbonate which is in- 

tended to replace 30,000 tonnes of imports every year:    the cost will be approxi- 

mately 510 million for a plant with a capacity of 100 tonnes per day, and the saving 

of forei/jn exchange will be about :|2 million. 

¡•«••••••I 
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A special use of salt which has not yet been introduced  in Peru i;   in road 

building through the stabilization of soil with a mixture of gravel, sand,  j¿v*peum 

or lime.   The arid areas on the Peruvian coast with their lack of rain and frequent 

salt deposits would be very suitable for the application of this process because 

salt is cheap,  easy to use and readily available, unlike other materials such as 

asphalt and cement.    However,  the process has yet to be tried out. 

It will be readily appreciated that the consumption of domestic salt and the 

problem of supplying it in the required quality and quantity are insignificant prob- 

lems compared with the importance and implications of the salt  industry's expansion 

to complement the general economic growth previously mentioned.    Besides the benefits 

which the country would receive from these investments, there is the equally impor- 

tant factor of the additional employment created by the building, equipping and 

operation of these industrial plants. 

3.     Consumption projections for 1^72 

On the basis of thr 3.66 per cent growth rate actually recorded for the period 

I956-I962, it can be estimated that the volume of internal consumption of different 

types of salt will reach 223,000 tonnes, broken down as follows; 

Domestic salt 124,300    tonnes 

Industrial salt produced by the 
Salt Monopoly 

Industrial salt produced by 
concess ion&ires 

40,200 

58,000 

fotal: * 223,000   tonnes 

Additional consumption of 180,000 tonnes is expected from the projects pre- 

viously referred to» giving a total projected demand in 1972 of 403,000 tonnes of 

salt. 

•The breakdown of the projected demand for 1972 by areas and by types of salt 

is as follows: 

-^ -•*   »    • *.- ***.*,»*+* — 
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Southern 
Area (l) 

26,300 

Central 
Area \2) 

59,000 

Northern 
Area (3) 

39,200 

Total 

Domestic salt 124,500 

Industrial salt produced 
by the Salt Monopoly 14,300 96,800 6,400 119,500 

Industrial salt produced 
by concessionaires 134,000 134,000 

Industrial salt for special 
uses (including animal hus- 
bandry and poultry-keeping) 4,500 

45,100 

17,000 3,500 

49,100 

25,000 

Total: 308,300 403,000 

These figures are conservative estimates of the amounts of salt required in 

each area; it would be technically advisable to establish three salt production 

centres, each comprising salt extraction facilities and a refining plant. 

IV. RESOURCES POR SAI/T PRODUCTION 

The salt resources of Peru can be classified according to their origin into 

three main categories: 

(1) Sea saltfields 

(2) Reck salt deposits 

(3) Brine springs 

Since the State took over salt production, the Salt Monopoly has in one way or 

another controlled more than 166 saltfields situated throughout the country. The 

location and present state of these fields are shown in Table 4. Many deposits have 

never been recorded, however, because they are, for the most part, so remote from 

any civilized centre that it is still virtually impossible to work or even to 

explore them; most of these deposits are In the Peruvian desert. 

The construction of roads and new means of acoesa in the interior have made 

it possible for many areas to be supplied with salt from the coast or at any rate 

from the larger saltfields, so that some fields which were active in the past be- 

cause they were close to centres of salt consumption are now disregarded because * 
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their scanty yield makes them uneconomic.    The bait "lonopoly has  therefore had to 

reduce the number of saltfields  operated by  it,  clou in;; about  134 of them and limit- 

ing its  operations to fields whose output  is sizable and whose  location enables 

them to supply certain areas.    The map of Peru (/.me;: j) and Table r> show the twenty- 

í     five saltfields at present in operation,  eight of which are sea saltfields, eleven 

rock salt deposits,  and six brine springs;     four other saltfields operate during 

the summer months only, while another three are leaded to pii^te individuals for 

the supply of Bait to small communities as their proximity to the latter might lay 

them open to clandestine exploitation. 

1. Sea saltfields 

i These consist of deposits formed by brine and sea-water and salt beds formed 

J     in the surface of beaches. 

I The sub-surface brine retained by sandstone and other porous rocks is thought 

?     to derive from oaptive sea water, but much brine is formed by the dissolution of 

salt layers dating from pervious eras.   Almost all the saltfields on the Peruvian 

coast have salt beds of this type, except for the Puite saltfield, where rock salt 

is extracted. 

The sea saltfields are of prime interest at present both because they can be 

Î      exploited with greater ease and because they afford larger potential reserves.    The 

\      sea saltfields provide 03 per cent of the Salt Monopoly's present output of domestic 

?      salt:    in 1966, 89,153 tonnes were produced and another 4,177 tonnes were bought 

from the firm Aloalis Peruana S.A. making a total of 93,330 tonnes out of the total 

of 111,721 tonnes of domestic salt produced.    The sea saltfields also produce some 

50 per cent of Peru's industrial 3alt (Table 5)» 

In the northern area of Peru are situated the Colto, Negritos and Las Garzas 

saltfields, those of the Seohura Group (Zapayal, García and El Cerro), and the 

Cantono, Casma and Guadalupito fields *   Ther« are also some small fields in the 

Department of Tumbes, such as those at Palo Santo, Bocapân and El Abe jal, which 

operate seasonally and oomprise small lagoons where the salt crystallises during the 

summer months;    their output is low and only serves to meet a small proportion of 

local needs when a salt harvest takes place. 

The Colto saltfield (in the Department of Piura) ia a standard example of a 

"barrier-type" saltfield, being situated 100-120 metres from the shore, parallel 

» 
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to which there extends for approximately l£ km a natural sandbank or dyke which 

cieates a small lagoon where salt crystallizes.    There is an opening in the sandbank 

through which sea-water enters the lagoon.    Present production at Colân is not very 

large, but the site would lend itself to the construction of artificial ponds giving 

a much higher yield of solar salt. 

The «»Las Garzas" saltfields  (Provinca of Sullana, Department of Piura) comprises 

four ponds lying in a hollow below sea-level into which brine filtere.    Salt is 

formed during nearly every month of the year, but principally in summer.   As the 

saltfields are a long way from the sea, however, it would be difficult to effect 

improvements that would be economic. 

The Negritos saltfield has several ponds of varying sizes;    it is five kilo- 

metres to the south of the International Petroleum Company's oil refinery, at Talara, 

where there are also oil wells, so it is probable that the formation of salt deposits 

was linked with the presence of oil in this area.   The main difficulty arises in 

connexion with the evaporation process, as sand blown into the ponds is a constant 

nuisance.    Nevertheless, a feasibility study could be made to establish whether pro- 
duction should be increased. 

The Sechura Group at present comprises the Zapayal, Garcia and 11 Cerro salt- 

fields, although previously many other saltfields in the Sechura desert were worked 

(see Table 4).    The Sechura Group and the Cañacmac saltfields (Department of 

Lambayeque) constitute together the largest potential fait reserves in the northern 

area and in the whole of Peru.    This group of saltfields is located within the 

Seohura desert area between the Departments of Piura and Lambayeque, covering more 

than a million hectares and extending from the District of Sechura (Piura) to the 

District of Mórrope (Lambayeque).    The «Cía. Bayovar S.A.« which holds concessions 

for phosphate production in the Sechura desert, believes that the process for obtain- 

ing potassium chloride by the solar evaporation of subterranean brines or deposite        ] 

which in potassium and sodium chloride would also yield a 70 per cent proportion of     | 

oomtaon salt, or an output of the order of 4 million tonnes a year - 30 times the total j 

national salt oonsumption of Peru.   At present, the Salt Monopoly only produce* 

enough* salt from these fields to supply the Northern Departments:    in 1966, the * 

output of the Seohura Group was 7,913 tonnes and that of the Cañacmac fields 

16,241 tonnes (Table 5).   Here the Bayovar project brought to fruition, the 

i 
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extraction of salt as ;.. by-product would <i:can thai Iarr;<--scale exports of the com- 

modity could be effected, provided that the cereri road, were improved, docks were 

constructed and inexpensive marine transportation made r.-aih>'.e. 

Evan if the Bayovar project u:.d i.o.,  i.aU-.-ialize.   tac VirrilLá listuary near the 

García and Zapayal caltfields  L.v;   m aro-   ->f VA0 Snct.erps  and offers an ideal 

nit3 for solar evaporation plants,    factors such a.-  natural canals permitting the 

inflow of sea water and  cha deaeri climate or constant trunahine and heat  in every 

season, together with the aba «nee of rain and strong winds, are particularly  favour- 

able to pond crystallisation,     .\nothor advantageous  f-ature is the presence of 

stratified salt deposits, which facilitates saturation of the brine. 

At present,  the Salt Monopoly *s operations  u-e  iinrted io harvectinc granular 

salt which crystal 1 ises naturally in la,ipor.a forued b;   the tfirrilia Estuary.     In 

the Zapayal and EX Cerro salt fields, trick-salt  is cut out with axes from the beds 

or strata of crystallized, rock aalt.    This type ox  industrial salt is popular in 

animal husbandry, wbere it is used instead of manufactured blocks, especially in 

areas boi-dering on Ecuador, with which trade is conducted. 

The main difficulties which arise in connexion with production from these 

deposits are the lade of good conammicat-ion facilities and the distance from con- 

sumer centres.    The Zapeyal • altfiald is about 100 1er, from the city of Piura, and 

60 km of this distant  1-, over deaeri trackr , to that a lorry takes more than four 

hours to reach Fiura.    Tho ¿il Cerro saitfield ic ev.T. further away and travelling- 

time is six hours      Similari},   ' he Carlaonac saltfiold ir   ,?0 km from the District 

of Mdrrope and transportation by lorty Prices irore Than ¡;even hours by road and sand- 

traclc.    These disadvantages which make tue procuu,b cuna idei ably more expensive, 

since the freight rate fron Cañasuae to Larabayeque is more than S/lOO per tonne and 

from Zapayal to Piura ñ/?6 per tonni, are effset, however, by the ease with whioh 

salt is produced, for as the salt occurs in strata of 13 "to 20 cm thick covered by 

a layer of sand approximately 30 cm thick, extraction consists simply of removing 

the sand, breaking the salt with picks and orowbars, and packing the pieces of salt 

for dispatch.   The relatively low cost of this simple operation counterbalances the 

high transport costs. 
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Finally,   the northern  arce/s  tait  resource-?   include the Guadaiupito and Casina 

salxfields.    The Guadalupi ..o  field has toen a private concern since before ll>:,6 

'•'h-3n the Salt  îionopoly vas   established,   and belong te xhe "Negociación Aerícola 

(îuadalupito 5.A.I;,    util   lods the  b^lt Monopoly purchased  the  entire output and 

market c-d it,  but  recently,   under Lav,-   12712,  the compnay has boon selling salt dir- 

ectly, principally to the  fishing:  industry around Chimbóte,  which explains why  its 

production does   not figure   in the .'alo Monopoly;s statistical  tables. 

Tac Cas ma saltfield,  situated ct  the port  of the same naine and practically 

v;ithin tho town of Crcna,  comprise.?  throe sectors where thare   is infiltration fron 

tho sea.    The nea water which infiltrate., thus  collect";   in snail ponds  10 to 20 

square metres   i.i area where  the sa1."1-  crystallizes  in over six months.    The salt  is 

of poor quality because  its   extract ; m stir's  up MUí frei.1 the pond-bed;     and is 

therefore raainly used industrially by  i>.;   fiah-Cicur works  at   the port of Casma. 

A tidal wave floeced the ponds in Octobev 1>«66v  putting them out of action,  and they 

were closed down by the Salt ¡lonopci/.    It would seen that the commercial potenti- 

alities hero do not justify repaid i:ork or tao opening of new ponds, especially as 

production,  even in a good yeir, dorn  not amount to more than about 2,000 tonnes. 

The Central Area of the cour-try ,  compris in,-, tha Departments of Ancash. Huánuco.   ; y t ,   tc 
Junln, Cerro de  Pance,   Ayac-acio.  Hu--vie ave "i loa,   loa ari Lima,  has the highest salt 

consumption rate  in rem.     In lyúó,   the Suit Monopoly sold 3ó,>17 tonnes  of salt 

(Table 6) - 'yd  per cent  oM twtai ¿cr/¿tie conrmnpxior -•  in this  area," with a propor- 

tional fiiianoAal yinlu.    Those fibres do not   include- the production of private oi 

induotrial firmo, which in x^CC  ..a.-    "-- '"   M'.cOO toni.es.    From Table 2 it can be »   ^ I 
seen that this area is not  on'!- th" (,••->-t H^se1'/ nopulated, but also has the highest   \   *"' 

pero capita salt  consumption rate, which sxceads  10 k^ oer annum in Lima and Callao.     1   ^ 

I   wl 
Fortunately, +he Central Area lias two large sources  of supply, the Huacho and       § 

n 
the Otuma salt fields, situated near i,in>?., and the main Peruvian road transport route, § 

the Pan-Amevicaii Highway,  runs dovrà tho ecast, while in the interior there is 

another first-class road and tha Fervivi an Central Railway. 

Ths Huacho and Otuma saltfields have also supplied Departments in the Northern 

and Southern areas as well as the Central area. Out of a total of 88,625 .tonnes of 

salt produced by sea salt fields, 51.785 tonnes have come from Huacho (Table 9). 
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The Huacho saltfield has two slight  advantages  over Otuma:     the cost of trans- 

portation to Lina and Ca.llao is  S/óO.OC per tonne, vherear   for Otuma,   a journey of 

2ÍJ5 km,  the cost  is  s/l20.0G,  and liuacho can market  its products  directly in the 

large consumption centres. 

Annex 4 comprises a detailwd report  on the Huacho salt^ields,  prepared by 

Dr. Georg Petersen •_,.  for the  firm "Alcalis Peruanos S.A.",  in which it is stated 

that these saltfields have sizaable potential reserves  and that conditions -and faci- 

lities are favourable for immediate development with a view to increased production. 

According to the report, there are 45 million cubic metres  of concentrated brine, 

12 million metric tonnes of dissolved salt,  and 45|265,5°0 tonnes  of rock salt, 

amounting to total reserves of more than 100 million tonnes. 

The Otuma saltfield, for its part,  has a high output of as much as 90O kg per 

annusa, helped by the dry, warm climate which prevails alaost all the year round. 

The harvesting of each pond takes place at 30-day intervals and the yield is on 

average 50 to 60 kg per square metre.    The present ponds are only 20 by 30 metres 

xn size. 

Otuma had the third largest production figure in I966 with a yield of 9,117 

tonnes (Table 5) distributed mainly in the Southern area of the country;    consign- 

ments are occasionally sent to Lima too. 

The firm "Química del Pacifico S.A." also operates here, holding a concession 

of 54 hectares where 3 ponds, each of 4,000 square metres, have been constructed. 

The production or extraction cycle resembles that of the Salt Monopoly but is per- 

formed mechanically' with a tractor and rake which sorapes up the salt and deposits 

it in heaps on the pond-edge;    later it is taken to the caustic soda plant in Callao 

where it is given a light washing process. 

The potential reserves at Otuma indicate that more than 100,000 tonnes could 

be extracted annually and that it would be an economic proposition to introduce pond 

evaporation syst ens supplied with deep brine by pumps and to install washing plants» 

Perhaps the only problem is that sand partióles, blown into the ponds by the wind, 

are present in the salt crystals. 

In the Southern area," there are virtually no ^ea saltfields and local consump- 

tion, which in 1966 was 10,836 tonnes (Table 6), i* met by consignments from Otuma, 

the Pichu-Pichu brine springs and production from minor rock-salt deposits. 
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2.       Rock aalt deposits 

Almost all the rock-sali deposits   in Peru are sedimentary   in origin.    None  is 

of the dome type except  perhaps   che formations at the Pilluana aid Callanayacu salt- 

fields  on the banks of the river Huallata in the Northern area, where the thicknesH 

of the salt layers might be due   ^o suck an origin.    The sedimentary  layers  in almost 

all the salt deposits  are  intera;>ersed with strata of gypsum,  anhydrite and potash 

minerals.    The thickness  of the salt  layers  variée  from a fat; centimetres to several 

tens of metres.    Usually many layers of salt are superimposed one above the other. 

Some of the salt strata display repeated expansion and contraction in thickness 

("rosaiy"-tvpe strata),  and the angle of inclination of most strata is  irregular, 

varying between QO and 90°.    In view of these features,  and chiefly because none Of 

the salt strata,  except  at the Pilluana salt-mines,  is sufficiently thick,   it is 

impracticable to introduce conventional mechanized mining methods,  and extraction 

costs would therefore be high. ! 

A considerable number of the rock-salt deposits in Peru belong to this category;• 

for the most part, they are situated in the Sierra and forest areas,  (fable 4). ) 

Por the reasons previously outlined, many of these deposits have been closed or have \ 

never been properly worked, chiefly because their operation would now be uneconomic. 

In all, only eleven rock-salt deposits are worked at present;    they produced 8,377 

tonnes of domestic salt  and 765 tonnes of industrial salt  (Tables 5  and 9),  °r barely 

9 per cent of national consumption. ' ¡ 

No practical solution yet see:ns to exist which would enable these rock-salt : 

deposits to supply adequately the Sierra and forest areas.    High extraction costs, 

long distances to consumer centres, poor-quality mineral (only 70 to 80 per cent 

sodium chloride) and the physical features of the deposits militate against economici 

production;    only enoigh rock-salt xs now mined to supply population centres in the   j 

immediate neighbourhood of rock-salt mines, as this involves relatively low transpon« 

costs by comparison with the freight charges which must be paid for salt brought 

from the coast (Huacho ani Otuma saltfields in the South and Centre).    However, a 

feasibility study could be made to ascertain whether ouch rock-salt deposits could 

be worked by installing facilities for pumping fresh water into bore-holes, extract- 

ing saturated brine and supplying it to evaporators or drying ponds. 
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Table 5 shows producción figures for the eleven rock salt deposita mentioned, 

which are as follows: 

In the Northern area, the Yuruinarca saltfield in the Department of Amar.onas 

produces salt of very poor quality c-f.d lacks suitable means of communication. The 

salt is consumed only by the nuu.rest village.;, to which it IJ transported by beasts 

of burden. 

In view of its potential output and quality of Bait, perhaps the most important 

rock-salt deposits is that at Pilluana on the banks of the River Huallaga in the 

Department of San Hartin. At present, the Salt Monopoly is not working this deposit, 

however:  it did so previously, but because of difficulties in transporting the 

salt by river to the city of Iquitos and other towns in the Amazon basin, local in- 

habitants have been allowed to exploit the deposit freely for their own needs. 

However, there is now a secondary road linking the mine with the town of Yurimaguas, 

from which consignments by steamship can pass along the river Amazon. Furthermore, 

this mine has the advantage of beine open-cast, so that extraction costs are rela- 

tively low by comparison with other deposits of this type. A grinding plant with 

drying and screening facilities could make this nine into a flourishing industrial 

concern producing table salt for the whole forest area of Amazonas (Department of 

Loreto). The salt is of hi^h quality, and might not require any washing or refining. 

The Central area is perhaps the richest in rock salt deposits, but their form- 

; at ion and potential output are such that they would not be economic to exploit and 

; many are becoming exhausted. 

îlines of this type in the Central area which are being worked on a regular 

I basis are Cachi-Cuyao in the De.ortment of Huancavelica, with a production of 2,592 

I tonnes in I966, and Atacocha and Urancancha in the Department of Ayacucho. Atacocha 

i could be converted into an open-cast mine but this would involve complete meohani- 

*! zation whose cost is not at present justified. There are no roads yet and the trans- 

I fer of salt to sales depots is still effected partly by beasts of burden. 

In the Southern area the largest deposits of rook salt are at Cachihuancaray 

I and Carqueque in the Defartmant of Apurimac, Occupata and Piohuitaarca in the Depart- 

ment of Cuzco, Huarhua in the Department of Arequipa and Puite in the Department of 

Iloquega. The salt at Occopata is of optimum quality (98 to 99 per cent of sodium 

Í 
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chloride) but unfortunately,  owing to the depth of the veins  and their regular stru 

ture,  extraction costs  are excessively high anu  production is low,  not even meetinc 

the local needs  of the town of Cuzco.    This salt has, however, been ground and used 

as table salt and could continue to serve this purpose,   if their were a complete 

crushing-plant,  including facilities  for sizing,  mixing of iodine additives and 

packing. 

The Huarhua saltfield is equally ill-suited for profitable development, on 

account of its geological formation,  its location and its poor-quality salt. 

The Puite saltfield on the Southern coast in the Department of Moquega, a few 

kilometres from the sea and ten kilometres by cart-track from the Pan-âmerican high-g E 

way, has at present the best-quality salt, analyses of which show it to t¿ of 

99.1 per cent to 99.6 per cent purity. The salt occurs in crystallized form in 

layers from 0.30 metres to 0.80 metres thick, which are almost horizjntal and barely 

2 to 6 metres below the ground surface. The mining process used '.s the "bord-and- | t 

pillar«» method with faces approximately 10 metres wide and 2 metres high. J f 

In I966, 1,3G& tonnes of salt were produced from this mine, but output was 

increased to more than 2,500 tonnes in 1967, of which 2,245 tonnes were delivered i a 

to Lima as crushed salt, since the saltfield has its own crushing plant. This salt j s 

was packed and distributed in Lima as table salt in view of the shortage of refined j ¿ 

salt. 

The nature of the veins, the filiform crystallisation and the geological charac 

teristics of the area would appear to indicate that this deposit vas volcanic in       ^ ^ 

origin or at least that its formation was considerably influenced by volcanic action| ^ 

This theory is supported by the fact that in the neighbourhood only rocks of vol- 

canic or intrusive origin similar to those in the Southern Copper Corporation's 

copper deposits at Toquepala are found.    The quality and purity of this salt are 

outstanding and its crystals are considered unique in the world.    It would seem 

that crystallisation occurred under great pressure and at high temperatures. 

The potential reserves of salt  in the area which is at present being worked at 

Puite are no more than 20,000 tonnes:    however, the existence of surface layers 

20,000 cm", thick rear this area has been confirmed, and these layers may serve as an 

additional source of supply.    It  in certain,  at any rate, that the existing working 

could supply the needs of ths Departments of Tacna and itoquegua in the South for 

¿bout five years more. 
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í J•      Brine springs 

'; There are many springs  in the Sierra and forest  area£ which provide brine 

I *;• 20° BPJ  and  small amo-.ir.tr  ci' Tarino w°r'j at one tirar taken from them and 

; evaporated in copper pans  over wood i.'.res,  at! waß th~ practice in the Department 

of San îlartin,  in the Northern forest  ui3~.    "hise springs r.re no longer operated 

- commercially, but even now in remote villages brine  is taken directly from such 

springs and used in cooking. 

The brine springs at present worked by the Salt Monopoly are:    Maras and San 
1 Sebastian in the Department of Cuzco,    Napa, Tiquillacaä ïluni and Azángaro in the 

Department of Puno,  and Pichu-Pichu in the Department of Arequipa.    All these springs 

- are in the Southern area,  and only liaras, Azángaro and Pichu-Pichu have a .large 
1 output. 

' j The liaras salt field, which is at a height of 2,750 metres above sea-level in 

\ the Province of Urubamba, Department of Cuzco and is 45 kilometres from Cuzco by a 

j first-class road, comprises about 5,000 small ponds of varying sizes, but averaging 

í more or less 4 sq„ metres, which were built by the local inhabitants.    It has a pro- 

; duction of approximately 2,000 tonnes per annum (in I966 1,523 tonnes of domestic 

and induftrial salt combined were extracted).    Production is by solar evaporation 

i during the months when there is no rainfall, from June to November;    the 20   Be 

] brine which emerges in the upper part of a small ravine is collected in small canals 

! or ditches and channelled to the tiered ponds.    The brine flows out at the rate of 

i approximately 100 litres a minute at all times and throughout the year.    About 40 

I metres below the first brine outflow point there is a second one a few metres from 

i the stream bed;    it has a flow of 120 litres a minute which at present is not used 

1 because the ground does not slop^ and is unsuitable for building evaporation ponds. 

One solution would of course be to pump the brine up to join that from the upper 

outflow point, but the Salt Monopoly has not deemed it advantageous to do this yet. 

Since the flow even from only a few outlet points amounts to 6 oubio metres a minute 

of 20 per cent concentration brine,  it can be estimated that even with a simple 

evaporator an output of 30 tonnes in 24 hours or approximately 9,000 tonnes a year 

could be obtained.    This production would amply meet present consumption in the 
1 * Departments of Apurimac, Cuzco, Puno and even Arequipa, although the first three 

towns alone have a potential market for 12.000 tonnes a year. 'S 
3 
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In fact,  the salt which could be produced at Í Laras by forced evaporation would 

replace the granular salt now used:     it would be of better quality,  provided that   it    | De 
H 

were refined,  and would in fact be table salt.    At the moment the granular or coarse j wy 

salt produced at Maras is of poor quality "because some clay from the pond bottoms I dl 

is taken up when the salt is harvested. | v:l; 

The Salt Monopoly has a project for installing a 20,000 tonnes/year plant using | WE 

the two existing outflow points of the springs.    Consideration was also given to the | 1£ 

possibility of working some of the rock salt layers which give rise to the brine ] 

springs, but as the strata are very deep and irregular it has been deoided that the i n 

mining process would be too expensive. I  \-;i 
I 

In the Southern area, the saltfield wibh the largest output  is that at Azángaro,|  'tc 

situated in the Province of the same naine in the Department of Puno, 3tÔ00 metres        | 

above sea-level.    The saltfield comprises a lagoon on whose edge the local inhabi-      |  w 

tants have built small ponds 10 to 18 square, in area.    The waves of the lagoon drive g  Ir 

the brine up communicating channels into the ponds where it dries by evaporation 

until the salt crystallizes out.    The method is utterly haphazard and labour- 

consuming.    Crystallization only occurs during about six months of the year.   The 

salt is stacked  in conical piles called locally "Cumanas",  on the pampa and encased    J 

in mud so that  it is not affected by the rain.    It is then packed in 60 or 80 kg 

jute sacks and r,ent by lorry to the various depots. 

A survey of this saltfield written in 1950 may be found in Annex 5» At that | p 

time the salinity of the lagoon was only 8 to 10° Be and production was no more than I >, 

about 300 tonnes per annum. Once a six- or seven-year cycle of heavy rainfall was J t 

over, however, the salinity of the lagoon increased and the present concentration 

of 15° Bo gives a harvest of some 10,000 tonnes a year, although purchases by the 

Salt Monopoly from local extractos-a who have their own ponds amounted to only 

7,640 tonnes in 1966:    the difference is accounted for by stook-piling. 

This saltfield, which supplies the whole of the Department of Puno and part of 

the Departments of Cuaoo and Apurimac, could well be the subject of a feasibility 

study to see whether it might not be possible to stabilize production by mechanical 

means and avoid the drop in output which occurs during years of heavy rainfall. 

* 
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The Pichu-Pichu salt field is   located 4,300 metres  above sea-level in   the 

Department of Arequipa.    It   is similar to the "beach-type" deposits.    The  salt, 

which is combined with borax, potash and other chemical substances,  occurs   in a 

dried-out lake-bed  in tho  fem of -rr^^e ^eposi+,-3 which are dissolved each year 

when the rains come.    Until a ehort while a^u,   the company  "Borax Consolidated S.A." 

was the concessionaire for the whole lake on account   of the borax deposits, although 

it only worked them sporadically,  hut th* Salt  Monopoly kept the salt rights. 

In some sectors of the lake  crystallized borax prédominâtes, whilst   in others 

there are greater quantities of salt.    The salt  is swept up between June  and October 

when there is no rain and piled in small heaps prior to being transported by mule 

to the storage depotr? and by lorry to the city of Arequipa. 

The output of this saltfield is naturally determined by climatic conditions, 

and in years  of scanty rainfall output has been as high as  3t000 tonnes or more. 

In 1966, however, production was  only 31Ö tonnes.    The salt layers are relatively 

few centimetrer thick, but they erbend over the whole of the lake-bed;    underneath 

them is a layer of mud which prevents the use of motor vehicles. 

As there is no possibility of improving the brine saturation process by instal- 

ling a source of supply and thuB  ensuring continuous  production throughout the year, 

and as the salt contains bora:: and potash impurities  which detract  from its quality, 

it hardly seems logical to c-rsider carrying out improvements designed to  increase 

productivity  or installier rofining facilities.    The most practical solution might 

bo to install E washing plant, provided that the cost was not out of proportion to 

the potential production. 
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ìiETHODS OP CALT  PRODUCTIOiï 
ci 

] .      The present situation ¿le 

In view of the advantages which the State Monopoly en.ioys   in the production I ha; 

and marketing of Bait  and the great scopo offered by many of the salt producing j at 

areas for the modernization of extraction techniques and the. introduction of new , ylxl 

methods  of refining, the Salt Monopoly has undoubtedly lagged behind in this re- | ea 

speot,  particularly in the production of "domestic table salt".    For Government J ta 

budgetary reasons the Salt Monopoly, in spite of innumerable efforts to obtain the     | fi 

allocation of development funds, which would be amply justified from the Exchequer's « p 

point of view by the increased productivity they could be expected to bring about, 

has been unable so far even to think of modernizing its production methods.    The 

annual budget estimateti for the Salt Monopoly have only contained the regular items 

covering the cost of maintaining its personnel and acquiring materials and tools: 

they contain nothing permitting an effective expansion programme for the industry, 

whioh is still operating with primitive and ritiqaated methods.    Of the 25 salt- 

fields operating under the administration of the Salt Monopoly,  only the Huacho 

saltfields have a modicum of mechanization, and in all the other fields picks, 

shovels and wheelbarrows are still used for the extraction of salt.    The partial 1 

use of mechanical equipan*  for extraction, loading and transport in the larger j 

saltfields would make  it possible to reduce the present lal-o-.ir force by 75 per cerrt« j ho 

however,  and consequently achieve a substantial reduction in production costs. I 

Until 1930, all refined table salt wan imported from England and Germany at 

considerable cost and with a consequent drain on the country's foreign exchange 

x»esources.    In 1930, a refining plant with an approximate dUly output of 4 tonnes 

was established in order to help meet demand, and it continued to function until       j 

1954,    This plant operated on the veouum evaporation system, being equipped with a 

small-capacity vacuum pan not adapted for continuous operation.   At the time, the 

salt produced in this plant, although not of very good quality, supplied the re- 

quirements of the city of Lima. 

In 1928, a small mill was installed at the Huacho saltfield, where it  is still 

in operation.    This plant has been extended by the installation of two further mills 

and provides "ground salt" mainly for the city of Lima and neighbouring towns, but 

the salt produced is not of good quality because of its irregular grain size, whioh 

is due to the fact that it  is neither screened nor previously washed or dried. 
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In 1956f  "the I-.inisvry of Haalth   instai lei 7 sait  iodi nation plants   in various 

cities or saltfields as  part  of its  campaign against  endemic goitre,  which is preva- 

lent in certain areas of the country.    The-e plants,  v.'hich consist basically of a 

harrmer mill driven by a Lii/ter 24 hu engine end a hand-operated mixer,  were installed 

at the Yurvimaroa and Huacho saltfields aid m the cities  of Ayaoucho,  Chimbóte, 

líuaraz, Cusco and Rodriguez de ilendoaa.    The salt from the various saltfields of 

eaoh Department wl.orc; t.. .*•> plc-ûts ware installed wax; Avouncl and mixed with a cer- 

tain proportion of potassica iodate  and bicarbonate of soda.    As  some of the salt- 

fields which provided the rav: Materials rupplisd only a limited area,  however, and 

P3 most of the rook salt contained --. considerable amount  of clay impurities, the 

ground salt  resulting from these activities' wad not  very suitable for domestic con- 

sumption.     It was therefor decided to transfer those plants and  iodize only salt 

iron the coast,   ice.r from the sea saltfxelds.    In l;-63, these plants came under the 

authority and control of the Oalt Monopoly., and iodised salt is now only produced 

at the Huecho and Cañacmac saltfields and in th*. city of Cuzco,  from where it is 

supplied to goitre-prone areas» 

In 1962 and 1963 respectively,  the Salt Monopoly installed two complete mill- 

ing plants  at the "Frite and Crnacrcao saltfields.    Those plants are ot  !§• and 2 tonnes 

capacity,   respectively,  cud v/-~re made bv tb?. German firm Standar-Messe.    They con- 

sist of a hammer-type crusherr  a "Condux" prong-type mill,  and an elevator and 

ihoppeis.     The luillins; ¿ lìÌ3vod is quite good, particularly with the salt produced 

[ at tne Pu:lte ßcitfieldc, which  is  at  present uned an  •»ta'bJe salt". 

In 1254, a r.5'1 salt re?:'.:-1*.:..; x,lz?:K vr*" zzt up ix: Lima.    This plant, which repre- 

ss -v.tcd the first step in modem-»sin? the Bait industry, x*as constructed by the New 

York firm "halt Chemical, Inc,,: and 1l?s a rated capacity of 24 short tons per 

24 hours of operati.cn.    It op erat 3*?  cr. th-3 thernoccitprecsion system, whereby the 

vapour coding from a single-action evaporating vessel In recompressed in a closed 

circuit,  in this case by a blower driven "by s. Caterpillar diesel engine which 

raises the pressure from one to two atmospheres„    The rlaxil is automatically con- 

ti oiled,  using electric motors, from a singla centre! control panel.    The plant is 

also provided with the Mechanical equipment reguived fox- the introduction of mea- 

Bured quantities of additives, euch as iodine, magnesium carbonate, etc., and for 

packing the salt in cartons.    Initially the plant was equipped with two 60kW Murphy 

electric generating sets, which ware operated alternatively, but later these t;Ctc 

wc-rc superseded when iîid.v.jtria.1 electric ;;•*;< M.\-J3 supplied from the "tate network. 
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Due to some mechanical shortcomings in its  inst allât ion, lack of experience  in 

its operation, and above all  failure to take account   of the raw material supplies 

available,  the output of this  plant has only averaged six to seven tonnes per day, 

which  is far below its rated capacity.    Its output  has consequently been insuffi- 

cient to satisfy the demands for which it was established,  and at the present time, 

14 years after its establishment,   it is operating on a precarious basis. 

Generally speaking, the above developments constitute the only attempts to 

mechanize aoce aspects of the salt industry, and in substance the operating methods 

used in the saltfields remain old-fashioned. 

2,      Present production methods 

Because of the geological conditions of the deposits of sea salt and rock salt, 

the operating conditions of saltworks concerned with the extraction of these two 

types of salt are naturally different.    The operations of saltworks concerned with 

the extraction of salt from brine springs are to a certain extent similar to those 

works concerned with the extraction of sea salt. 

' i )   Operating methods of saltworks ooncerned with the extraction of sea salt 

The operating methods of sea salt extraction works are generally speaking simi- 

lar in all cases, the only difference being connected with the extraction of salt 

at the Cañacmac ani Sechura work;;, where existing salt banks are worked and no 

attempt is made to crystallize salt in ponds.    Only the Huacho saltworks has any 

form of mechanization.   At this works, the salt is transported from the ponds to 

the storage areas in small wagons hauled by small diesel locomotives on a Deoauvill« 

type narrow-gauge railway line. 

The three salt deposits of greatest present potential are those at Otuma, 

Huacho and at the saltfields of the Sechura group.    In view of the importance of 

these deposits and the fact that they are of different types, reference will be 

made "below to the operations carried on at them. 

The salt resources at the Otuma saltfields in the Department of lea consist of 

saturated brine which keeps at a constant level lees than 30 centimeters below the 

surface of the ground.   The salt  ponds are excavated in the lowest-lying places 

below the permanent level of the brine, and natural infiltration keeps the ponds 
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constantly full of brine, so that  the production of ;;a!^ by solar evaporation is 

constant throughout the year.    At the Huacho saltfields,  which are situated in the 

centre of the country, the brine table is  at a lower level and is subject to sea- 

sonal variations of level.    Water from the seasonal rains flows down from the sur- 

rounding high mountains, through the permeable ground,   into the basin where the 

Huacho saltfields are located.    This water becomes nixed with the rccidunl  brine of 

the basin and becomes partially saturated, rising to a level some little distance 

below the ground. 

The salt ponds at Huacho are excavated to approximately 1.20 metres below 

normal ground level.    Infiltration during the period of heavy rains, which usually 

occur during the months of January to March, fills the nonds with weak brine to a 

depth of 5O-7O centimetres.    Solar evaporation brings the brine to saturation point, 

whereupon salt begins to be precipitated out, and this  process continues until the 

evaporation has reduced the depth of brine to 5-10 centimetres.   This variation in 

the brine level gives the operation an intermittent nature, and consequently a lower 

volume of production than when the level of the brine is kept constant.   The inflow 

of fresh water results in a fall in the speoific gravity of the brine, so that pro- 

duction is low in years of very heavy rains. 

The saltfields at Cañacmac and Sechura in the north of the country are called 

sea salt workings; the salt is not extracted by the normal system of solar evapo- 

ration, however, but is extracted from beds in the sub-soil consisting of deposits 

of solid salt on the sue of ancient lagoons or estuaries. 

A thin overlying layer of sand is removed and the compact bed of salt  is then 

cut up into blocks or lumps which are milled into ground salt or else sold in the 

form of lump or rock salt. 

The operations of salt extraction proper are carried out at the Otuma, Huacho 

and Sechura saltfields, as already stated, manually with the aid of crowbars, picks 

and shovels« The workers generally work standing i a the salt ponds during the ex- 

traction and priaary washing of the granular salt, wearing rubber boots to protect 

themselves against the effects of the brine in the ponds. In most of the sea salt 

workings, the workers operate under the "piece work" system, whereby they are paid 

a pre-arranged amount for a given quantity or unit of measurement (wügonloads or 

wooden skip loads) of previously established weight. For other operation, 3uch as 

transport and milling operations, workers are paid a daily wage. 
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( a)    The Salt Monopoly's  operations at the Qtuna a alt fields 

At the Salt Monopoly's Otuma saltworks,   evaporation is continuous throughout 

the year, the salt produced being collected once a month during the dry season and 

every 30-50 days during; the rainy season in winter.    The only reason for this con- 

tinuous collection of tho salt  appears to he that  if a longer period were allowed        | 

to elapse between collections of salt, this would result in the salt building up | 

above the surface level  of t*c brine, whereupon the upper crust  of the salt would        j 

then dry out and make the salt collection operation more difficult. | 

Two types of salt  are produced:    domestic salt and industrial salt.    Domestic      | 

salt   is given a primary washing in the natural brine pond when it  is collected. | 

This  first washing of the crude salt gives a clear white product.    Industrial salt      j 

is  produced in ponds which are contaminated to a high degree with sand as a result 

of the windy season, and it consequently contains a considerable amount of sand and 

dust.    This sand cannot easily be extracted by means of the method of single wash- 

ing used at present.    Of the 10,133 tonnes produced by the Salt Monopoly at Otuma       j 

in 1966, approximately 10 per cent was of industrial class.    The crude salt pro- j 

duced at Otuma is of a fine crystal structure, with an average grain size of approxi-1 

raately j? cm.   Since there are no facilities  for processing at Otuma, all the salt        :• 

is bagged in its crude form and loaded for transport to the stockpiles.    The salt 

ponds are approximately 60 to 80 metres long,   from seven to nine metres wide, and       j 

are spaced about twenty metrer apart in order to facilitate heaping up, storage 

and access.   The narrowness of the ponds enables the workers to collect the salt j 

from the pond bottoms, where it acequíales,  directly by means of shovels.    The 

area where the Otuma saltfieldr ar^ located  is approximately 45 kilometres from the 

Pan-American highway, with which it communicates, at a point five kilometres north 

of Pisco, by a road consisting of 20 kilometres of asphalted roadway and 17 kilo- 

metres of improvised dirt road accross the Pampa. 

(b)    The Salt M•"-^"1^*** operations at the Huacho salt fields 

The production of sea salt at the Huacho saltfields is seasonal because the 

brine resources are subject to annual fluctuation in level, being increased in ^ 

winter through the seepage of rain water and diminishing through evaporation during j 

the dry reason in summer.    The brine level in the saltfields and salt ponds rises 

in the periti from January to iiarch, and the seepage of brine into the ponds is 

supplemented ly the admission of brine through channels from adjacent lagoons. j 
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In the early part  ox' the soasen,   the "brine which ha¿ been diluted by rainwater 

jnonage has a low salt content,   and  it   it; not possible tc  produce .Jilt  until  evapo- 

,tion has  concentrated  the brine to saturation point  ana the precipitation cf salt 

; h.t" begun.    As  noon as the brine  level haf; gone dem r.s  a result  of evaporation, the 

I -ìonds dry out  and the work of Bait  collection is begun.    The salt  is  in the form of 

í i hs,rd crust whose thickness  varies depending on the period of seasonal evaporation. 

* This crust  is broken up .iith pickt,  and crowbars  into cryata.lt; or small clods, piled 

| up  into heaps,  and then thrown into sicips  fron which it  it;  emptied out  into stock- 
1 piles around the ponds ;  o\   else thrown  into 75O kilogramme capacity mine trucks and 
r- transported over a Decau/ille-typo nar^ow-guege railway by diesel locomotive to the 
1 
1 .rtorage centre to be used as -stock material i'or ground Bait. All the work of extrac- 

Î tion, loading., unloading and piling up is carried out by contractual labour. 

The -alt ponds are irregular in shape and of varying area, many of them are 

I located in separate scattered groups, and the possibility of modernising this salt- 

field is limited at the moment to the two largest groups of existing ponds. It 

does not appear feasible to integrate the many scattered separate ponds into a 

properly controlled and regulated system of solar evaporation ponds where maximum 

output and pueity could be obtained. 

Because there are periods vhon the ponda contain brine of low salt content, and 

1 because of the dependence between the production of salt and the varying levels of 

? the natural brine, prediction is not steady, and amounts to an average of only some 

50 par cent of the possible yield o."  salt. The pumping of saturated brine from 

drilled brine wolle to su¡,vI,/ L.L-ir.a J.-/irg ILo year, however, should double the 

present production of salt, i^« sail is collected annually, or in some areas twio© 

a year, depending on the depth of the deposits in the various sections. The salt 

produced is in the form of crysW.o 2 or., in size and is known as granular salt. 

Two categories of crude salt are produced, the purest product being classified 

as dcir.cBtio calt and the salt with the highest contamination with sand being classi- 

fied as industrial salt, approximately three per cent of the 54,871 tonnes produced 

at the Salt Monopoly^ Huacho salt fields were of the industrial type, á small sec- 

tion of the deepest deposits adjacent to the perimeter of the ponds is cut up into 

square pieces and sold as block salt or as salt blocks for livestock. 
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Most 01" the output,  whether of industrial .-^alt or domestic granular salt,   is 

"bagged and packed fo:.' transport  and distribution to the various stockpiles  located 

around the salt ponds,    l'ho contrai  stockpiles  are used to supply the salt  milling 

plant where fine-crain pronn*-'. "ai"1'   ^ r> -»ro-bxM.    Torue.itic and industrial granular 

srJ.t  is sold  in 80 kiiogrcuai^ .juto sacku, '.¿hile ¿round s^ is sold in 5^ kilogramme 

calico sacks. 

(•-)   £he_0£ereti oj^J?JL^PJ^}-ÈJ^^~0A^hè^"^^I^MSi Alkalis") at the Huacho 
saltfields " 

The "Alcalis  p.jruanc3 S.;\„" concessions at  Huacho compri se a very well designed^ 

i.-.yjtem of pends.    Tnere is a total  of tv.slve ponds,  laic out  in four series  of three, 

t-ritb interconnected charme 1c for the Movement of  the brine and a system of channels 

for filling and emptying,    Salt   rullo and ¡vompj provide a constant supply of brine, 

so that the love i rf brine in the-, ponds  is ¡uaintainad const sut throughout the year. 

The pondo can le emptied for collection of tho salt at any time.    Transport  is by 

means of trucks which drive in between the ponds  for easier loading, which is carried 

out with a minimum of JIï.JîUE.1 labour.    Mechanised salt collection and loading will 

be 03ed as soon aru the appropriato m<r;hcdf. are decided upon.    The output of the salt : 

ponds is 27O kilc.-ß-rann-.e»  o?r oqa-re nctve, which is approximately double the average 

150 kilogrammes per square ìnov.-o achieved at the adjacent ponds belonging to the 

Salt Monopoly.. 

Thin system ie   )n •rearo lc* of wivit can 00 achieved by rpprcpriate study and in-   $ 

vestigation,    V'or-i.; iv at rrost.it "'.."in- cavriad cat   ';o double the existing area of 

the .-alt pond P. 

The salt deposi+s of tho Sechura fields, vhich are situated in the Nox'th Coast 

¿vea of Peru, cevor a cons5A<-.xable area extending sone 5° kilometres from the estuary^ 

of the Virrilla in Sechura Gay (Depari^ort of Pima) to the beginning of the 

Dcpartmant of Lamb iy eque.,    Those rait depoaite were probably formed by the evapora- 

tion of salt lakes which were once upon a time connected with the Paoifio Ocean by 

the estuary of tho Virrilla, and they appear to cover an area of several hundred 

square kilometres, containing an enormous reserve of salt.    Chemical analyses made 

by the Sait Monopoly Eho'n. howwsr, that the salt is of low purity, containing less 

fehan 94 per cent of sodium chloride and some 4 por cent of calcium sulphate.    The 

salt is found in strata, ceparafcod by thin strata of sand and .gypsum. 



All the deposits of salt  are covered by a surface  layer of a and from 25 to 50 

centimetres thick. 

The Salt Monopoly at prscent  operates   two saltfields  in the Sechura area, 

ner.oly,  the Canacmac salt fiele1  Jitva.'.c5 about 100 kilometres  north of the city of 

Lambayecnie,  and the Zapayal  salt field about  100 kilometres south-west of the city 

of Piura. 

The calt produced at Canacnac  is mcinly granular salt,  a small crushing plant 

being operated intarmitiently to produce ground calt.    The Salt Ilonopoly has an 

office and a atore at Canacmac,  but most of the salt produced is distributed dir- 

ectly from the storage area of the eaitfield. 

At  Zapayal the salt  is  produced mainly  in the forra of blocks or bricks, but 

also somctiuas  in the form of granular salt. 

Operations are carried on  in a very primitive manner,  and only hand tools are 

used. 

A 4 to 5 nietre wide section of the overlying deposit of sand is removed with 

mattocks and thrown into the excavation to the left of the place where it is pro- 

posed to extrrct salt, and the hard crust of salt is then broken into lumps approxi- 

mately -y- metre square and piled up on the adjacent area, where it is broken down 

manually with hammers  into  irregular shapes  or cut with hatchets into email square 

blocks or bricks.   All the types of salt produced, including the bricks, are packed 

in 00 kilogramme jute recles.    The ar*.a of Sechura is lashed by sandstorms which make 

contamination with sand a difficult problem.    The transport routes throughout the 

area run through the desert, making trant-port difficult and expensive. 

The vise of a tractor and scraper to remove the sand and the use 0* jneuraatic 

drills could greatly faoilitate the present difficult operations and lower the costs 

of extracting salt.    In viev: of the relatively large amount of salt produced at 

Csnacœâc, it would also be easy to demonstrate the eoonomic advantages of using a 

gaeoline-engine-driven jaw orusher. 

The salt at present distributed by the Salt Ilonopoly varies in type from large- 

grain granular salt with grains 2-10 cm. in size produced in the mineB and the de- 

posits of sea salt, to finer crystallized salt produced by solar evaporation at the 

searide saltworks and the brine springs.    There are at present only two crushing 

mills for producing granular salt. 
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' ; : i     Methods   of operation in the rocjc_salt_mines 

Until some three yeara a^o,  operations   in almost all deposits of rock salt were 

carried out under the contract  labour system, whereby the worker extracted in each 

week  or each fortnight s.c.i ,V.^U o* -ait  tx. his labours  envied him to,  and this 

Galt   was then delivarec» to th-  "ilt ï^opniy *to^ it a fir.d price.    The Salt |   F 

Monopoly provided the exp'osive., tools, centaurs and some protective items euch     |   ri 

as helmets and boots.    This system, particularly in isolated areas where most of 

tho workers were peasants following agricultural pursuits, gave the workers the ad- 

vantages of flexible employment which fitted in with their system of life,  since it 

did not call for strict hours  nor even for daily presence at the mine, while the g  t 

Salt  Monopoly benefited in that it could keep its salt extraction costs almost fixed,!   c 

without any risk oi: suddoa substantial incoases.    In the long run, however, this 

system, which had bean in existence almost since tho establishment of the Salt 

!.IonÔT>oly iteelf,   came to be discarded in favour of the usual system of day labour, 

whereby the worker completen  a normal 3-hour working day six days a week.    This 

change *ao brou-ht abouh V the fact that under the previous "contract" system the 

woi-k of prospection and excavation, before the extraction of the salt, had to be 

carried cut ty  the wrkan without any remuneration but that raceived for the salt 

extracted.    Uith the ài:;, .rition of the richnesn of the ueama or strata of salt in 

tho mines and the continual trend towards salt workings deeper underground, which 

in^asoù the distare    ' > í-T.V« >>ad to bo hauled and the time and labour needed to 

bt::nn it ut) t3 th3 yurf^r-;,  thir. system became a source of injustice.    Moreover, the 

,c± 'done by tho salt miner,-, at tb^.r own expense or on their own account, was not 

always in toxins with t-u »- : t  <-   v,,t., of the upkeep and safety of the mine, so 

it was finali:- decided *h»t the work of exploration and preparation, like the actual 

tó of extracting aalt, should be carried out at the expense of the Salt Monopoly. 

Ihie naturally inoreased the cost cf the overall mining operations, as did the con- 

tim«a rio. in the daily was«* and social benefits of the workers, but it did pro- 

mue better planning and development of the mine galleries, thus making eventual 

mechanization easier.    Two mines which operato under a rather special system are the 

M:-M1 rait mines at Carqueque (Department of Apurinac) and Piohuimaroa (Department 

of Cuzco\ which are operated on their own account by buyers of industrial salt, 

without any extraction costs being payable by the Salt Monopoly.   These two open-ca^ 

mines produce only industrial salt of low quality, the price of which does not 

^^ÊmmmmmmmÊÊÊÊÊm 
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warrant  intensive exploitation of the deposits.    The salt buyers are therefore per- 

mitted to extract salt themselves  and are only  chaiges a very low price, under the 

supervision of a Salt Monopoly employee. 

The present mining op^rc-ti^n...  in -'-he .roc'.; Gal« deposita do not hold out great 

pvocpect3 for expansion.    Tbes* depon its. wb.'.oh are of the pedimentary type,  are 

mostly made t<x of 3eama c strata of ornali thickness which are often located very 

cie3p below the ground, and the amali percent e.ge of aalt extracted from the rock 

excavated in the operation of a mine aces noe al th. präsent time justify the cost 

ol' til? equipment required for normal mining operations.    It  is therefore safe to 

hasard the forecast that the production from roc"., ¡salt deposits will probably de- 

cline from its present share of 9 per cent of total national production and will 

continue to serve only locai demand, where tie degree of purity in  not important, 

for salt to be used as .--. subvi ¿¡;ut'„ for rali  I io.es (tricks) specially manufactured 

for livestock. 

Nevertheless5  as already stated in previous chapters, there are considerable 

reserves of rock Bait in deposits which are either not yet exploited or are at pre- 

sent closed down because they are located in remote areas which do not at present 

offer any eoonomic advantages to encourage their exploitation.    Examples of such 

p.alt deposits, which costituto considerable potential reserves for the future, are 

those at Atacocha (Department of Ayaoucho) ana Pilluana (".Department of San Martín). 

Except for th<» depon its  at  rv>te (Department of Tacna), the rock salt mines 

"ueing operated at pvauetrt worlc on the "cut and fill" method, which is best adapted 

t.; the geological chanco «riß tic: of MA JCcrns.    There is no uniform pattern in the 

application of this system, howvur.   r.-sq-acr/ily, galloriee  °ollow the direction of 

¿ftciids which outcrop on the surfte and mining operations follow the same course as 

the gallery;    there are no levol«, ao tuat evíen a minimum of mechanization, such as 

the utilization of Usoauvilie-type light railways and mining skips, is a problem, 

recently, however, there las been a trend towards the development of such mines 

according to preconceived plans g with galleries being cut to the seams at a single 

level so that railway linen and other equipment can be installed.   Thus, the Caohi- 

Cvyao salt mine has a gallery some 180 metres long in which there is a 60-oentinetre« 

guege Decauvillô-type line and two mini«.:; skips. Likewise, the excavation of a gal- 

lery 350 metres long in which a railway lin« is to be installed is being completed 
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<„ the caohih^c^, ^ —. "-"* ^ "» aine at Oooepat* (Depar   hi h 
.vzoo) has  J*t  infill »• »° «** *«*  «Ï«1*»- •'-*i^°n °OTPreSSOr WhlCh 

provide, ai, for «TO. P^rcaUo «U. « »11 - *" dilation of the •». 

The oniy .alt a,,",« *-h - — -^ed in , coctel, .ecnanised manner 

i3 that at Br.n Klto (ic^' of v,,«,, *l*h is no. closed, *»y yea« ago, 

this »ino „ao ..p.»W -o. th, P«oo ,U: Cop,»»- 0*p*.tlon, later it „a, ope a ed 

Ly the Vanadio Corporeo* of «,, WM.oh e-tracted .alt fro.» xt for the treat- 

It of Vanadi -til 19,5- V:„cn the ^ v» in operation, pne^atic drill, were 

».od o,d the ,,U «. hauled ,ut f:«r„ thu „i.-. tao. .long . Becauville-type narr« 
, •   . -«-,«. -, ruii^r-    tli« skips being thon lifted to the i- —-e railwev lino which ran a¿Oiig f- &di.'.«ír¿ ,  T.U~ "-"^    Ci ^ 

^    ° " , •    „ v. ^      iv  o on th*» '^irfaca- the skips were hauled up curíate by a .lumper 30 muvres n.'.gii.    «*-*=- on Xil- -»ui**^. 

by a motor wine* to the stoppile or store. 

(üíN.    pT?or?Mji^..>£h^ 

ïhe slJen brin. epri,g reworks at present in option (i.e., those at Pichu- 

Pichu in t^ ixp.rtment cf Arequipa    lángaro, Ñapo, Kmi and Tiquillaca in the 

D^tment of Puno,  end those at *** and San Sentito in the Department of Cuzco) 

hrve been opened on the «purouaae« system since  ¿he  establishment of the Salt 

Monopoly.    Tho roa.cn fo, ^hio siterà is that the brine springs in question have 

y   ,  ,.,  -ir^ irT1,..r,HPl uv fro local native-, who were their de-facto been operated JW.T,  .UP?  J'»-—" 
L
-' 

proprietors    '*» characteristic, of the deposit* and the production methods used 

^ oontribuicd  *c ke.P thi* synt,.3  te*  Vu ?X  the,, ^fields except Pichu- 

?ichu the .elt  ic  cvyBtalJi*.:* in cn.ll  prefabricated ponds rendered waterproof 
.     _  .     T.  •       ,~,%,„. .:xi¡ation is carried out in the bed of T«i-th clay;    in i3?ci-t~Ti^.; i'o.4«voi; -.. • -..-I-UK,^ 
,.     *,     i    „• ,v,'. * CM* rnr-intoi- .    The crystallization of salt takes the lagoon whan the lagoon L-":.      r « • m.._   p.     ..    . 

+     ,.•«„ ii-ne- cf the veer, brt ^enerallv from April to October, when ram oiaeo at various  uioie^ ci I.I.B y^wi   •"•     -> 
"is scaa-eest.    It is in order to ho »,*, i-v '.»». »nths that the nativ.B of the 

ocœunitta, in ^o.óior, proftórioate tbei- pondr., whioh aie lost during tt. pe'lo* 

o.' heavy rains,, 

^he small  ponds-  some of which are noi even four square metres in area, are 

^ssea on fro. father to eon in icg-aJr^y inherit^o,;  aA it is impossible to count 

tue nuafcor of di=pv,tco which hav3 ooo^rad over right of ownership and the amount 

of litigation that ha, taken place between xha various families.    At the Aaângaro 

•altfield. .aoh individual or family holdup conaon ground rights is assigned a 

^mmmmmm 
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strip of ground running from the edge or perimeter of the lagoon to a post in itu 

centre, so that wher. the brine is saturating, the construction of ponds is begun as 

soon as the level of the brine permits. 

As may be imagined, direct operation of these saltfields by the Salt Monopoly 

on the basis of day labour would at present be an extremely risky venture and there 

would be a risk of ineffective operation. It would be necessary, first of all, to 

maintain the whole labour force throughout the year, and extremely strict vigilance 

would be needed to obtain a good yield in the collection of the salt and to ensure 

the proper maintenance and preservation of the ponds. Moreover, the fact that the 

output is subject to seasonal variations and the limited production potential of 

the facilities would not permit mechanization of salt production to a sufficient 

extent to reduce costs. At liaras, the small ponds are constructed on a slope which 

makes it impossible to use any type of machinery, and it is not possible to construct 

large ponds. At Azángaro and Piohu-Pichu, even though the lagoons are of consider- 

able size and the first has a considerable output of salt, the irregular layout of 

the basins of the lagoons would permit neither the construction of permanent ponds 

nor the mechanization of salt collection. 

It will be appreciated from the above that the »purchase«' system, whereby the 

holders of common land rights extract the salt on their own account and sell it to 

the Salt Monopoly at a fixed price is, although archaic, the most appropriate system, 

at any rate for satisfying local demand and for the production of salt for industrial 

purposes. 

However, as stated in the previous chapter, if we leave aside the production 

of granular salt by solar evaporation, the Maras salt field do*a have the special 

feature of possessing a spring with two outlets from which brine of a specific 

gravity of 20°Be emerges at the rate of over 200 litres per minute. This would 

enable refined salt to be produced with vacuum evaporation plants at the rate of 

over 30 tonnes per day. This project, of which we have already spoken, is at pre- 

sent being studied. Thus, the only «brine spring« which presents any possibilities 

of modernization of salt production is that at Maras. 
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Products  and Production Costa 

The overall grosr. receipts from the  operations of the Salt Men. ooly in i960 

were s/V3,754,625. 35,   rer.uiting from the salo   n   lu3,7<)3 metric toru.es of domestic 

and industrial 30.lt   and jvte packings,   broken down as follows: 

Domestic salt; 

Granular 

Ground 

Iodized 

Table salt 

Industrial salt; 

Packings  (jute and calico  sacks) 

67,450,390 

30,610,814 

1,617,490 

1,862,995 

7,167,035 

to. 

Value 

s/  40,239,206.52 

"      18,387,705.70 

1,206,325.00 

"        3,725,990.v'0 

1,433,030.63 

"       6,300,367.50 

S/    73,794,625.35 

Total expenses  amounted to S/65,9U, 362.39,   no that  at  the end of the finan- 

cial year there was  a net  profit  of s/7,^8l,2o2.96. 

It must be borne in mind that the figures  for the consumption of "industrial 

salt"  recorded b*   the Salt  Monopoly do  a. :  reflect the actual national consumption 

of thiü type  of salt,   since there are  private  cernios which hold concessione  for 

the production of salt for their   nm and other indaaii-ies.       It  is estimated that 

these concessionaire,,   who are not,  of course,  undar the control of the Salt Mono- 

poly,  produce over 40,000  tonnes of salt  a year. 

The production conta aie arrived at  oy adding together the cost of the  labour 

(day labour) employed on the extraction of salt proper,  the cost of materials And 

tools used in the salt extraction operations,  and the extras in connexion with 

labour costs,  auch as social security coats.      The table below shows the costs of 

extraction and production per hundred kilogrammes of salt for each saltfièld.    The 

great difference between the relatively low production costs at the sea salt works 

and the high costs  at the rock salt mines will readily be appreciated. 
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3^A .jALTWORKS 

Huacho 

Ganacmac 

Otuma 

Grupo Sachara 

Las Garzas 

Go lari 

Casma 

Grupo Negritos 

ROCK SALT DEPOSITS 

Atacócha 

Cachi-Cuyao 

Cachihuancaray 

Yurumarea 

Huarhua 

Occopata 

Urancancha 

Pulte 

EXTRACTION CO;jT PEñ 
IOC KILOGRAMMS, 

1-32 

4.77 

I.63 

5.IO 

l.'í'i 

1.61 

2-93 

Vn  . 

20.99 

15.71 

15.84 

^•99 

14.93 

28.;?7 

12,99 

18.00 

/.'AL  r;;0D'J0TIOK COSTS 
)A  10C  KILOGRAMMES,   5/ 

0 2.Ì 

"i, IS 

7.09 

M.97 
; 1    n • 
J.-l - ,' • 

47- -9 

35.39 

63. 44 

32. Ül 

37. 21 

64. 54 

45 00 

79 94 

32 37 

39-99 

BRINE SPRINGS 

Pichu-Pichu 

Haras 

Ñapa 

San Sebastian 

Tiquillaea 

Azángaro 

Muni - 

10.00 

11.31 

13.00 

10.00 

11.33 

15.00 

10,00 

61,70 

31.63 

43.41 

46.79 

37.56 

21.66 

53.21 

Table No.10 shows,  in addition to the production coats for each saltfield, 

the transport costs and the administrative expenditures which, when added to the 

production costs, mate© up the-total costs incurred in placing the salt on sale to 

the public at a given depot.      These figures also show us the great incidence of 
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transport  costs for each  rteo.t   and   Lhe W - which  : he  transport   est,  consider- 

ably exceed the value    f   tne aalt   itself   >:rtieularly for depots  in the  interior 

of the  country;    for er.ani.olc,  for the  dovts ni«  aodn.uc. de : lends z-,   : aerto  aal~ 

donado  and Iberia,   the percentage of the octal cor i   accounted far by transport 

cost,  io *!.1\ «9.30  and 92-d6 oer  cent respectively.       The  l,west  incidence oí 

transport  coat, 13 recorded at  the L.cuab :  depot,   where only •). 16  per cent  of the 

cost  of the  salt from Puxte 10 accounted for by transport  coots,   due tu  ti*, small 

distance between the saltfield in «raerticn ..nel the depot.       It  is easy to see from 

Table  10 the enormous  difference which exists at  many depots between  the sale price 

and the total cost  of tha  salt.       The Sali; Honopoly tries to  subsidise the most      ^ 

expensive salt fron the  higher profits.obtained at   saltfields  with easy access, 

ouch as  those on the  coast,   30 *r. to   avoid on unusually high sales price;     it  has 

therefore been the Salt  llonopoly-a policy so far to sell salt   at   leas  than its real 

cost  in places which are  difficult  to supply,  as  a social service, 

1 • +i.« ..„„„,1   ^o<5+ ff the  nroduction,  distribution and sales Generally speaking;   tne annual oost 01   «ne P'uuut1'"' 

operations of the Salt  Monopoly can be broken down as follows: 

Pay and allowances  of the staff 

Day labourers*   woçes 

Materials ana raw Materials   (purchases of salt) 

Transport costs 

Other expenses 

2.      Distribution and sales 

Perhaps the must  important work of the Salt Monopoly,  and that which covers 

the social aspoct of its activities most effectively,  is the marketing of salt, 

which includes its transport,  sale and distribution. 

The production centres dispatch the salt to the main depota or stores which, 

in their turn, dispatch the salt to depots manned by personnel of the Salt Monopoly 

in the provinces and other lesser centres   >f population.      As the Salt Monopoly has 

now been reconstituted «s a sub-unit of the Tax Collection Department of the 

National Bank, the operation of the saltfields  and the sale of salt  at the depots 

30 per cent 

16 » 

17 t 

.30 • 1 

7 tt 

100 per cent 
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„re  supervised by  -ach ilain Arca   Offioo :•;' "he  dank   ;oi !   'iio    :  n r„- i-occiv. a  t r;¡:. 

salen  of  salt  i;;   likewise  paid  into   elio  :^uor'r  Beparlnf.-m     :     neh rr vinci a  or 

district  branch of  the Department   of Tax Collocti'n.       :î.u.h ...;.kfiold   .nd depoi 

makes  up  its accounts monthly  and oubmils thon to   the fan Ar :      "'fico,   wlnrc  they 

are  centralized and passed    n to   the Salt Il-nop-ly'r. hoidqu-.rn.-r-.   LU  oi,oa 

In  1965,  salt  was distributed and r, Id  through  LU doo.to    ird over .',100 retail 

outlets  or agents  operating under apc-ial ^-ntnets   oy rfn,.ch  tnoy wore granted o 

commission varying between p and   1(: per cent   on the    nount    a   ,..ica,   depending on 

the   locality,       Authorized   igents  were paid trenaner*   costs,   cu* pending on the  dis- 

tance from depot  to sales point,   for transo, rting the sal-,  uhir.n thoy bought at 

given depots.       In the main cities  and Urna,   distribution fron the depots  co  the 

sales outlets way   carried out   at   the Salt  Monopoly's expenso by  OütrdC-tors-     Domes- 

tic 3Alx  is distributed in the  following forino; 

Granular salt:      in 60-80 kg,   jute gacks; 

Ground salt: in 30 k;j.   packages or Polyclupack paper oocka; 

Tab lo salt: in 1 kg.   cartons. 

Industrial salt is cold either in jute  sacks  or else directly at  the oaltfiolds 

in bulk. 

In 1966,   the  Salt Monopoly spent S/17, V73 ,695-07 on these  shipment  and roship- 

ment  operations,   using the following: means  of transport  at an average  cost s/rj.75 

per 100 kg: 

Ileana of transport 

Road transport 

Radi transport 

Beasts of Wurden 

Water transport 

Air transport 

Amount of salt  moved 

108,707,357 Kl*. 

11,836,200    •• 

394,837   " 

2 „078 ,Q59   " 

84,875    " 

123,101,328 Klo. 

Avo raffe cost of 
transport 

s/   11.98 
!l 24.11 

'' 35.4I 

" 35.44 

» I75.tó 

8/    13.75 
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VJhile   cenci dorine the questi' a   a   lio.ributica  „y  r:; oi transport,   it   ir:   worth 

bringing oui   the  £.ic-.   th vt   in soue   'laces,   alihojgh dis tuneéis  are   considerable 

unit   transport  costs   -ire   1 JV:  because   ' n ;re   IG  heovy r.iovo;..ent  of  freight  which 

enables the   transport  cone raj tars to   '.'sing 'aio'o  loads froo the  place  to which   the 

salt   is being diso .etched,   while  in other areas of   lesser ocuvoaic  importance there 

is  no return load   md   L :   is therefore   lexical that   *hc   transport   coots should be 

higher.       It   should alce^ be emphasised  tout  most  SJ.1T production centres aro  diffi- 

cult   of accese,   boia;- served   ;no/ by i li.-rant minor roads- 

In order to make up for 1„---::-Cü  during -transport   md nulos,    transporters  are 

given an extra i-r> per  cent of  salt  by weight  above the  correct   figure',  depending 

on the distance   to be covered ..ad the ¡TH•one  of transport   used.        In ~rder to  nake 

up for losses of salt  during otorgo.   an allowance  of   g> t:   1 por  cent  is mude 

when salt   stays mere os.ui 1,110 year in st^ro,   the storekeeper being held responsible 

for  losses   ab.>ve   this figure,   expeopi   in unforeseen circurnstanees. 

Most  of  the   iosse» take place during the sales procesa,  duo  to the  It.ck  of 

adequate packing.       There .ire  also considerable losses during the refining process» 

and also during transport  because of inadequate  loading systems. 

Except  in spécial  coos where transport  is free,   the road transport services 

to the various depots J.TQ provided by contractors  selected annually on the basis 

of tenders. 

As far as storage  is concerned,   ¡he Salt  Monopoly as a general rule uses 

rented promises,   many of which are  inadequate and of very  limited capacity;     the 

promises at  the saltfields,  however,   arc constructed by and belong to the Salt îiono- 

poly,       This system enables an annual stock t^ bo maintained for initial supplies: 

thus,  on 31 December i960 the salti ioide and depots held sVeks  of 34,760 tonnes 

of domestic salt  and 236 tonnes of industrial salt,   together with 1,178,462 empty 

juto sacks.      The salt  is stored at   the depots in jute sacks or calico bags,   which 

eliminates  storage  looses on the one hand,   but on the other hand leads to losses 

of sacks and bags through the effects of humidity when the salt  is kept for a con- 

siderable time..       ^or  the last  three years or so,  four-ply polyethylene-lined Poly-: 

clupak paper sacks have been used for packing ground salt with marked 3Uccoss; 

these sacks aro not returnable by the buyer,   as their cost  is included in the sales 

price of  the salt  contained in them. 
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VII.      TÍO POSSIL'ÍLÍTY Ol-- ¿ur/^LürING   VT) W^VAíI: 

THE rTCLYIAJj  3AL? INDUSïî?v 
<i?n.: 

'Jith renpoct  to ohe  orrblor' • f •—• • ; ~rv-i-,.•* *-, •   ,,-<*-, 1        lu"    - ^^yi-'o   '• au 'Wliiitoj requirements for  lo/,'2 
and the present   requirement:.:   3ho,;n ir  divots  TFT    - h„  - • •; .,„+ •    , i..  ,,u„pi^,    LXI;   Lne  ;). lentio.i resources • or'  i he 
northern pari the  c„n:ry,    ¡.ho e;:pi >ita1 ion  of vhich    ••,- id he   urúod with  the 

-o    aoo   p.-7..«h  deposit     in   aio  soooe   are       offer  tremendous exploitation of  phoopbo 

prospects for  tho  oxalic*  a, . by-prodaor  of enorn^;  „„uut* of oalt   of a hi.-h 

level  of purity - higher  ,han that  of  the salt   ,t  pre,eni   .oír;, produced - not  only 

for satisfying domestic needs bat   .]ao,   and indeed particularly,  for export to 

foreign Markets.       The  M0O hectare natural dan of ihe eatuary of the VirriUa 

contains enough brine for a potential production of i/;oo  tennoa of salt per square 

decametre.      The  salt bed,  in the oouthern part   - f the estuary of the brilla, 

which are even greater than tli.-se beinç arploited at   the ( aHxemic saltfields and 

which belong to   the .arno onerai deposits as tho  saltfield,   ,f the  Socnura group, 

could be used either for m-aediaio extraction or eioc  to saturate  ,ea w-tor und 

provide brine for erystulli;:ati. n pende  without   needing t,  Wait   the   five or nix 

years  required under tho normal system of nuit   production. 

Thore are various problem which must b-  dealt vat h in order to expand the 

exploitation and  industrialisation of this area economically and quickly.      One of 

these problems ia  the lack of *,od means  of communication or highways which would 

reduce transport  costa, for there ia a considerable distance between these deposite 

and the consumption areas  at  Piura or Lambayeque^       /mother problem ia contamina- 

tion with eand,  which i0-a problem encounters! in all the sea oalt production oper- 

ations carried un by the Halt Monopoly,  but which is more apparent and more diffi- 

cult to solve at  the saltfields of the Sechura group and Canaemac,  because of tho . 

strong winds from the desert.       Perhaps the economic facility of providing cover- 

ings for the salt  being worked could be considered.      Another problem,  although it 
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is   admittedly a rooictc   oooaibiiity .na a rare   nut uri 1   occurrence,   is  the  flooding 

of deposits   located bolrv  oca   level:     ti.-  dissolvi:./ of  the  concentrated brine   m 

the  actuary  ana  in   lhc  ocaiacn^ry  aar'on : a   ,f  oanuemac  wauld  net   represent   a  -root 

iocs,   however,  hat   3ia./Ly   <  do lay   t 

of salt vr aid orina- *he  brine   ,0   ;, . 

production 

ryatalli: ati---n,   a.a  the  undcrgr -and reserves 

;u   ia.-reu   at   aaturution needed   for  aalt 

From  the ocon ;ni. ad  caan<rcioL  .jamt   .a'  vie.-:,   ori  important   problem,   which 

is  perhaps   ::. waiter f.r  ion/- tena  .^-l.ti-.n,   la   the  laca   -f   loading ports   in the 

immediate  viciai ly -f  J:nc  salt  pr  d.a:ion areas.       The  se latían te  this  problem 

mast   lie  in the  government's  prajerta,  for nevi pari-  and for  the modernisation of 

the p-rt   install-tions  at   a,it,   m    rdor  lo pernia bulk   loading,   which ia at   present 

only possible  in the  ,arthaa^ .area a¡   the port  of Salavarry.       The phesphates pro- 

ject  for Juyavuy aka.  pravjatea  f.r  the  .instruction of  ,. oort  in bravar Boy, 

If tho  pro.ect  for producías ;u"    a:   t by-product   of potassium chloride  or 

phosphate production or for the pnoa-li.-n  if  salt by solar evaporation were  not 

feasible at Virrilla,   development  va at: at  theee aaitfields would be concentrated 

on the exploitation of the sedimentary deposits of rock salt,  which do not  call for 

large irvestnient  far tho construct ion ?f ¡salt   pans or for the operating equipment 

normally required for roch aalt  d-apceita. 

The  development  of aalt   product i  n m the  central  area. must, be  limited for 

the moment   ^ tho aoltfielda  -vi   ÜaaoSa   ana Otuma,  where the climatic  conditions 

and the availability of saturated bri au  ander highly fav > arable conditions give 

grounds for envisaging  lar-c ooale  nr auction,       Ax these  ealtfields the transport 

problem practically doec not  ovrist,    »a  there  are highways  connecting with the Pan- 

Anerican highway aye torn which caiorten + ho distance to  Lima and other centros of 

consumption,       It  is true  than there ia  the problem •.,f the presence of sand in the 

crystallizing ¿jcit  in the panda and  Lho ealt  in tho storage heaps»   but  this problem 

is  less serious than at  ¡tochura.       Likewise,   salt could not be exported through 

the ports of Callao and Ilo at  the moment,  because these ports do not  have the 

requisite installations for lolling large tannages of salt  at  low costs, but this 

problem will disappear if the Government carries out  its project for equipping Ilo 

with all the necessary installations for the  loading of minerals» 
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leaving  asido   I lu  ron.;  rj.lt  ¡Tiiiit: R     i' don.ri.:   and    .lso   'J.a  rojt     í   tho  ''brino 

springs"     it   would  appear thot   tho   ^nly   v3oioiii t,y  in  ^ ne  Duo irtmcnt     ;'  t\r.r-     f-r 

expunsion  and  industri:. li^,-;-.cici'i with   >  vir:  to  auopjyiur o„r.   i     roiotod    r do rivu- 

oi ve  industries  is  at   -í ho 'larri.:  s.- It fiai J-,   i.^ro  roí'in. u    . ] :.  ••   .'il  .u¡ ;¡r.n;t.a 

by feeding the brine  im.->    ; vacuila c/.pa'.ai'a  plant there  a>r  ¡u    ,ie.i  r  t :o ais- 

port  or  clin-tic  orfblorio   in the  way   yf  Ohio   orojeel,   and  ite    utpul   o 1, no  wuld 

be sufficient   .'. ;  1 -ico  otro  -'f   .ho   1-:.<:¿>1  raToironiOai-  of  the   vro.i  (nado  .: •  .-f  tho 

Department    of Apuri.iiuc,   Uazco    ¡.ad Auv j,   which  arc  o^tim 1 ..;J   > •:    ;¡n"unt  f.- 

12,000 tüíinoí. 

A quick  recapitulation -r?  tino- chapt  rwi'i 1  show th...t  Ido:  conclusion-,  are   that 

the projects  for tlvo  extension and/or molami laotien of  the  Peruvian salt   industry 

in the  areas  and sultfields rei'orrad to should be put   into  effect   immédiat o ly, 

without   prejudice to .my subsequent   revi,--: by which it  rai.ant  be décidai t." extend 

this development  also to   other deposit-J   n   rock  «alt   or brine  springs  in . ther areas. 

While this order of priority should be followed,   for tho reasons set  out  in 

each specific case,  however¡  it  is   also true that  studies,  technical assistance, 

advice and instructions from persons  and organizations with special experience  in 

the salt  industry,   to be provided in  this particular o ase  through the co-operation 

of UNIDO,   could be of very definite help   m salvino* the   technical and economic 

problems mentioned in thin report,   which ran u.  suinaiarizcd as  follows; 

1.       Production of solar salt 

A review of this aspect  of the  industry would be   limited   to the  operations 

of solar evapor, it i on in sea gait  works and tue extraction of solid salt  from exist- 

ing sedimentary beds    or both operations  together,  particularly in the saltfielcL? 

of the Sochura group and Onño.en :c, 

The study would include the adaptation of the method of fractional evaporation 

and tho primary washing of the salt with brine tc thp brines of the various sea 

salt fields of Peru,  which are of different compositions depending on the depth, 

from which they corno.       The brines found both in the saltfields of the north and 

in those of Huacho and Ottima in the South differ from tho brine normally obtained 

from seawator to produce highly purified silt.       The salt extracted   i+ rjochura, 

like that extracted at Huacho and 0turaa,  has an approximate sodium chloride content 
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of  between </•   -nd ;7   oor  cent  - -.uch  lo-,=   than that   of aalt  produced by primary 

washing,  which   . Itains   v.r.   a-orage  of J).2  to 9^  per cent,       A scries of  experi- 

ments is therefore necoooory t -. dando  on  tho best   extraction processes,   the selec- 

tion of brines,   tho  constructiva of  r.-v.tc,   the  crystallization  ^cocs,   and finally 

the materiale  and equipment   t.,   bo used tu  improve   the operations  carried on. 

Tabic   11   shoua  the   ramponiti on of  brina  f r M;;   r he Huacho   end Otuoi t saltiiold" 

and tho  composition .*id  accumulati )n of   îï ..11   ^  different   degrees  , >' specific 

gravity,   with an indication   ¡loo of  tiie  degree of specific gravity at which pure 

sc. aalt   is  ¡;roducod,       V'.hl.-  12 íjivos   analysée of various types  of salt  from tho 

main deposits which   .re  planed on the market   in their natural  mate. 

In   icccrdar.ee with  * ao octroi abjective of aiding the drafting of auch pro- 

jects ¡ta.   f  r example,   ta,:  derornunation of  the Techniques and factors necessary 

for  the  improvement  of   the  -perationc  at  Kuaoho  and Otuma,   it  must be borne  in 

mind tha+  the orinen   from those salt, fields,   and indeed thoao from tho Peruvian 

coast saJtfields ir. general,   contain a higher percentage of sulphate« and carbonates 

than marine brine in the natural forn and therefore  not only produce a naît  which 

is   loss pure,   but,  also have a tendency  io fora harder and more permeable deposits 

of   crystal lino  /-ypnum which  -ro difficult to break: up and to  separate from the 

individual naiairai salt  eryoials,   as  ic  easily done  when dealing with sea salt. 

auch deposits of salt   arc  formed   -t   tho Huacho  and Oturaa saitfields when an annual 

or semi-mnu^   out   barocci   ..llowt; the  deposits of hard salt to  thicken,   and it  is 

probable   ih.it   thio  is   the reason why harvesting in   carried out  monthly at  Otuma. 

'•'••ho  breaking up aal extraction of  these  deposits would be difficult with the stan- 

dard machinery used  f< r extraction m small marine  salt facilities,   and tho heavier 

and mere costly equipnont  required would be too heavy for the  bottoms of thö ponds 

and would call for tho construction   aid maintenance of a permanent floor of salt 

in the pond bottoms    which would,   in its turn,  make it necessary for the ponds to 

be oxcjvatod vary deep.      All these factors show that the breaking.up and extraction 

of the salt can moat  economically be carried out by tho present manual methods, and 

economies in this phase of the salt harvesting could only be achieved after analy- 

sis of the particular operations  in question,  upon whoso scale thoy would in any 

case depend to  a considerable degree. 

Ilechuiical  loading into truck:: by racana of  light equipment  working in tho bed 

of  »he naît ponds would be quite feisible and loss  costly than the present system 
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of using wheelbarrows or skips  und  li^ht  r.i'vray   lines,,   and the   -re^er flexibility 

and rapidity of these operations would havo  the result   ..f permittinr ,ru>re ovaoo- 

ration time  and hence greater output,   while  the une  -f a conveyor and trades would 

also pay dividends because of   the n.nall investments  required, 

Crashing and initi   1 washin,; ...re ecoenUal  to  produae o.  JO OC. quality „„ilt, 
These operations must  be  carried out as ü. on .-iS  the 30.lt  i- e:;tr=.cxed    oefore it 

becomes hard and  the impurities from the  orine  residue« adhere to the sail   crystals. 

The present manual crushing methods are strenuous  and labour consuming,   .nd more- 

over they do not break up the crystal conglomerate sufficiently to give good results 

in the washing process. 

Modernization of the e systems or extraction,  transport,   loading and 
Packing 

The salt harvesting,  transport and. loading methods used should be the subject 

of an economic and engineering atudy both in connexion with the expansion of salt 

production at the saltfields already referred to and in connexion with the possible 

development  of new saltfields;     such a study should determine the methods best 

adapted to  each case and the appropriate equipment  for the particular conditions 
of each aalt  deposit. 

In the case of the saltfields  in the north,   for example,   such as those in the 

Sechura group and at Cañacraac,  the fact that there are beds of rock salt from 20 

to 40 centimetres thick covered with a layer of sand some 20 centimetres thick would 

permit the use of a bulldozer to clean off the Layer of sand and of rakes or scari- 

fiers to break up and harvest the salt bedc.      The methods used at present by the 

Salt Monopoly at  these saltfields are not only labour consuming and prejudicial to 

the health of the workers,  who have to worl; in brine through most of the salt har- 

vesting process, but also have a considerable adverae effect on production coats, 

<*nd the use of suitable machinery could aean  \ saving of over 25 per cent on these 

operations and rauch more if the scale of the operations were extended as a result 

of the possibility of exporting salt on a large scale.    Mechanical loading and 

transport by means of light equipment working in the bed of the salt ponds would 

be perfectly feasible,  especially in the naltfields of Central Peru,  such as those 
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at  Huacho   and OLu¡:ia,   ano1  it   would cost  less   than   che present method used by  the 

Salt "lonopoly,   which  involves  the use of wheelb.irivws or mnin-y skip^   running on 

a Becauvi lie-type  li^ht  railway line,   filled manually with rivive Is.       The use of 

loading machinas  -<nd adequale transport vehicles  would ¿ocn repay th.-  investments 

needed to   introduco  it,   in view of   the fact   that   it would permit  a substantial 

reduction in the   labour force.       It  is sufficient  to point out   that   f.,r the extrac- 

tion of appro x im-it e ly  jj.OOO tonnes  of salt   per year the  Salt   .'to no poly employs an 

average of  100 men on a permanent baaio,   vaille  'Cicalio Peruanos :'j.\." employs no 

more  than ten <Aon for   an averse annual production of ¿O.OGü   tonnes,   thanks to 

mechanization of  the so.it attraction procear. 

The use of hoppers or some other type   of starve which would permit automatic 

packing vould bo another source of savinj  in handling ooerati-ne.       The poc-ing 

operations now carried on by the Salt .-lonopoly to¿e place m the open-air at  the 

stockpiles, where juto  sacks  are iilled with ualt  with «ho vre Is   and weighed on small 

platform scales. 

I,  is very important in such mechanisation projects t,  take into   ¿ccount the 

materials which are to bo used,  for the high ccrrosivene.is of  the salt and the 

humid climate  are factors which aoke it necessary to renew components continually, 

thus adding to  the riiainienanco eapenser 

Ï. Pro co •••;::! i n.q  of the  edit 

Apart from the very snail-scale production of refined salt  at the thermo- 

comproseion plant in Lima which has already been described,   the 3o.lt    lonopoly does 

not carry out  .-.ny processing of salt to improve  its quality other than the straight- 

forward milling,  without drying or screening,   of crud| nalt.        The increase in sales 

of ground salt  in preference to granular or crude salt gives .^rounds for believing 

that the present salt could,   if washed, screened and dried,  attain a quality and 

average grain size i-hich would be adequate for the needs of the industrial and 

domestic market,       lory few chemical or food products call for refined salt of high 

purity, Lut there uro  just a few which can use crude salt which has a imply "been 

crushed,   as it  is supplied today,       Peru has no experience of plants for washing, 

screening and drying crude  aalt, but a slight  acquaintance with the subject gained 

mÊtÊtÊÊÊm m 
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mainly from reading rive, gre .aids for ,uppo,ur- ttó  ih,  rei.ì Lvely emali  ¿nvusl- 

ment capital needed ÍV>r plant;; -i'  lu,000 to  30,000 tonnes output Per year   md the 

potential DWKot   f r        oroduct „i  bettor  quality   und pallor .-rom nire than  the 

crude granular  or .ni lied s..,U  now o a „de  would ¡xre3ent   an oopcrtunit.y  ÍVr  inoro..;,- 
ins profita. 

It may ho  added to this  that   if   the  équipent chosen were   lose  romice  and 

specialized,  and  if  it   were  odnilar to other oqui.moitt  of the  some kind uood in 

many other industries     which,   moreover    could be mnafacturcd   in Peru,   it would 

give the   advantages  .-.?  greater economic flexibility in tho expansion and diversi- 

fication of the  product  specifications of  the salt industry,   together with :i  low 

consumption of  fuel,   electric power,   water,   etc.   in control   ;:c  t.hc   ,1:)ro  „,, ,olo.: 

installations used in   l....r,^;e  a¿lt rcfinerion. 

Because of  the special natural  and other conditions  at each aaltfiold,   which 

mean that  there  are fundamental differences between the saltfiolds of  tho North 

and thoso at Huacho and Otuma, however,  a complete study of the lushing process to 

bo applied should be m,ade in ordor to determine,   for oxaaole,   if it  ic feasible  fco 

eliminate tho encrusted or superficial sand from  tho salt  crystals in  order to 

obtain salt of 99 per  cent  sodiu.11 chloride  content or,  alternatively,   to determine 

the  limit  of purity which could be obtained.       It   should .Uso   be determined up to 

what point  it  in   ìdvis .ole te  1130 brino from tho  nome saltfiold  in the caching 

process,   bearing in mind tho variations in  its concentration and possible sulphate 

and carbonate impurities which ,iTe frequent   in the  orines of Peruvian coastal salt- 

fields,       Likewise,   it   is necessary to determine  if this washing pwct-j? can best 

function in conjunction with the processes  oí  a refining plant  or if it in completely 

independent of such procéseos,      Finally,   it in important to determine the ,103* con- 

venient and least expensive methods of priraary washing to be carried out at  the time 

of extraction and the most appropriate types of milla, screens,   dryers»  etc.   for 
this type of plant.. 

The design of the washing; milling and drying plants for the projects referred 

to above, that is to say, as a first step towards the modernisation of salt process- 

ing, for a plant  of 30,000 metric tonnes annual capacity in tho Northern area and 

another of 75,000 metric tonnes capacity in the Central area,  must  :;lco fulfill the 
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f uidamont..l  rcTuircmoni   of  bo in,'; juitod to  the   loo xion of the plinti?:     if process- 

ing require.!   continuity of  ooerotion wii h the  rae lar  :i.-lt  extraction \ior-:,   the  plants 

m.st  naturally be adapter*  to tho  climatic and  local  conditions,   t;il.iri5 inte con- 

sideration such factors ay working conditions,   trancport,   water,-   electric  power, 

etc,   "    If,   in the  areas in qua-.xion,   those factor';:  aro not  such -IF.   to ensure smooth 

functioning of   the planes  and  the   aehieveneat   of  low operating costs,   it  m ly be   con- 
st 

-iidsred that   the  planto should bo   located i:a cities,.   whero many oí   the ¡insalivo 

factors,   such aa the  lacio of drinking or fro^h w-ter in the  £. ..Itf ieids,   lack ef 

motive power  installations, abconce of  suitable   fncilitioo for the   personnel,-  and 

other factors  which adversely ali cet  tosto could be  allumateci.        Ln the first 

project,   for  example,   if  it  proved iaoo-ogiblo   to instili or operato the plant  at 

the -actual  naît fields of the Cochura group or Candc:nac in suc'i   ~  wy that  the wash- 

ing procese  took plico,  wü-hout  .¡.nìf uaneoessary movement of tho ,nat erial,    >t the 

logical point  between production of the  crude salt  and its  packing and loading, 

thon the plant  in question could more  .advantageously be located in the cities of 

Piara or Lombaycque,,  oven though thi.3  alternative would break the   log.cai line of 

continuity between the extraction process and the washing or refining processes, 

since the  plant  could fairly easily o e  supplied with raw material dravm from one 

of the salt   deposits .nentioncd,        In  tho caju of the plant  which is envisaged to 

set up  in the  Central area   vt  the auacho  ualtfields»   it is  not believed that tho 

factor?:  referred to earlier would we i avi so heavily that the  plant   could not be 

erected on the  act aal salt workings,   trau; preserving the desired continuity of 

operations,   -iince it is only a very 'short dint anco to centimes oí  population,  and 

this factor  eliminates the other negative fact ere.       Consideration could however, 

--Iso be given to  the possibility of establishing the plant  in tho  town of Huacho 

Pueblo,  which is scarcely  17 kilometres from the saltfields,  with which it is con- 

nected by a good highway. 

When considering the moderni zat ir i. projects for tho salt industry, particularly 

those concerning the processing of crude salt dealt with in this chapter,  we cannot 

leave out from our consideration the question of setting up refining plants for the 

production of refined "table" salt. 

The market for this t,, pc of salt,   according to  consumption forecasts already 

investigated and established,   would be subject to competition from low-priced salt 
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that   VMS  simply washed,   ^r^ und  and dried,   v.c   thai   the  qutli../   ml  tho system of 

distribution,,   packing   ¿nd sales  of refined t~-.hlo dit   would  dotcr.ine  Ltn  daleo 

prospects  in competition with tho  other tyoc of 3-.lt.       At    mo present  tine,   there 

is a potentiell market for net   leas   than 20,000 oc   -f  retirer, table oalt  in tho 

Lima   md Callao arca, and socie  15,000 tonnes in f     »c nh-rn   \ad Southern areas: 

i.e.   a total of 35.000 tonnes per ye ir for tao whole  Republic,       Thus,  when this 

potential consumption is projected for o five-year period,   taking into acrount 

increases  in consumption for other uuea  connected with the  food industry,   it would 

appear that   any plants to  be instilled  in the near future  should have .1 production 

capacity of 30,000 tonnes per year, 

Tho production of the  three  salt   processing projects   already referred to, 

which have a capacity of   }C70G0 tonnoo  for tho Northern area  (Piara and Lambayeque), 

75*000 tonnos for the Control area  (Huacho)  and 9,000 tóanos for tho Southern area 

(ííaras),  should be broken down as- follows:     10,000 tonnos.of refined silt  and 

20,000 tonnes of washed salt por your for tho Northern project;    30,000 tonneu of 

refined salt  and 45;000 tonnas of washed salt for the Central project (Huacho), 

and 9,000 tonnes of refined salt,   supplemented by washed salt froi.1 tho Azángaro 

saltfielda,  for the Southern project  (liaras). 

In addition,  the washing plants should include a section provided with approp- 

riato equipment for the manufacture of salt  licks containing suitable additives  for 

the various kinds of livestock.       Tho proportion or quantity of such bricks to bo 

manufactured could be determined by a simple subsequent  study. 

The usual vacuum evaporation systems,  with one ur moro thermo-compression or 

vacuum pan stages,   could be used in the proposed refining plants, but it is desir- 

able that cortain automation equipment and instrumentation should be eliminated 

in order to reduce investment costs and keep down depreciation and operating 

expenses of the plant.      The local manufacture of 3omo parts of the equipment could 

bo envisaged.      It is naturally very important to study the question of the supply 

of electric power or the possibility of installing a steajn plant, always bearing 

in mind that the installation of these plants in the saltfielda themselves would 

involve the need for a source of supply of fresh water. 

A21 important factor in the marketing of refined table salt is the type of 

packing and the packaging equipment used for this purpose, 
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One of the reasons   for the   lev; out oui   achieved  at  the  refining plant  no;- 

being operated by tho Salt ^onupcly is   the difficulty of maintaining the packaging 

machines  and other final processing equipment,   which are subject  to premature wear 

and require expensive maintenanco   ind upkeep because  of the currosiveness  and the 

humidity of  the  salt;     the infiltration of the dust   produced in the packing rooms 

and c-round transportara  and elevators  is particularly serious because of the dete- 

rioration it causes in electric  circuits,  motors,   pipework,   etc.       The uso of suit- 

able equipment for eliminating this dust and the corrosive action of the salt  is 

therefore very important. 

The  Salt .kmopoly's  refining plant  o.t  present   packs  its refined salt  in 

1-kilogramrae-capacity duplex cartons,   which are pacxed in their turn in corrugated 

cardboard boxes holding 23 cartons.       Both the duplex cartons ,.nd the  corrugated 

cardboard boxes  in which they are packed are expensive in Peru,   however,   and the 

manufacture of these packings  is uneconomic,     it may be observed that  the G/O.OO 

which each  1-kilogramme  carton at present costs represents more than 30 per cent 

of the price of S/2.00 at which the refined table salt is placed on the market. 

When the other packing costa for labour and materials are added to the  cost of 

this packing,  it  can be  seen that tho type of packing used is a determining factor 

in the marketing of the product.      Experiments h .ve been made in the use of poly- 

othy.l.ono  h >,,-: oio:,id <>n a      ^ -ri *u T~2P" HâR!•r machine,   which gives  an approxi- 

mate cost  of s/o. 13 per bag,   with less use of additional materials and loss con- 

sumption of labour, but   the  automatic mechanism of this electronically controlled 

machine calls for vory careful operation and  constant maintenance,  which militates 

•against the continuous  operation of the machine to  obtain satisfactory output. 

Moreover,   the polyethylene sheet used is not of the uniform quality essential for 

tho smooth operation of tho packing and sealing machine. 

It would appear that there i.3 at present no type of packing on tho national 

market which costs less than polyethylene or some similar product,  and polyethy- 

lene is also very suitable in that it protects the salt packed in it from humidity. 

Duplex cartons or other thickor packings are not only more costly, but also fail 

to protect the salt from humidity, particularly in the climate of the Peruvian 

coast.      For this reason,  ,1 machine for sealing polyethylene bags which has already 

boon used with success for packing salt, or else has been manufactured especially 

i^iMdiHii 
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for this  purpoco  30 .¿s to bo pr^of against   the adverso offerts  of the  salt, on its 

operation,   and v/hich is  also relatively simple to    gerate   n far as tho cynchroni- 

zation of  its various  components arc   concerned,  v.-ould hv  the moc-t   appropriate  and 

advent v^eouT for our purposes. 

Consideration must bo given,  however,    to the utilization,   although, to ^  lesser 

extent -,   of other types of packing such ¿3 plastic,   tin,   o -rdboard.  etc»   in differ- 

ent  shapes   and  sises to hold quantities from 2"U gramme::   to one  'kilogramme for 

rot ail sale and from :) kilogrammes to  jO kilogrammes íor wholosalo aule.      Such 

packing would have to be by automatic  or semi-automat i o machines,  as the projects 

alredy referred to will require the  daily packagi n,^ oi  an averse of  ICO tonnes 

of salt in a single plant  (Huacho).        In tho sane   Linn of thought,   it  must be kept 

in mind that the whole packing system  and equipment,  froia the conveyor belts and 

railv;ay tracks to the packaging machines and rtorcs,  -met  be located in a direct 

line and involve the least possible use of labour, 

All the above calls for the more  advanced know lodge which has boon built up 

from experience in other countries where the salt  industry has already advanced 

past the stage which Peru wishes to reach.       He commendati one and actual experiments 

on the spot would therefore constitute most valuable assistance. 

FOR FURRIER INFORMATION COH'JJftCT 

Ing. Victor li. Bragacnini ¿w, 
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